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Mamata Banerjee Meets Javed
Akhtar, Asks Him to Compose
Song on ‘Khela Hobe’
West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee,
who is on a four-day long
visit to Delhi, on Thursday, 29 July, met lyricistpoet Javed Akhtar and
wife, actor Shabana Azmi.

Immediately after this, Banerjee, who was present
at the briefing to reporters, asked Akhtar to
compose a song on the slogan.
“You have to make a song on Khela Hobe,” she
told him in front of mediapersons, reported
ANI.
About the meeting, the lyricist-poet said that
it was “courteous”and added that both he and
Azmi congratulated Banerjee on her victory in
the West Bengal Assembly polls.
“We are grateful to Mamata ji for her support in
the amendment in the Royalty Bill so that music
composers, songwriters, lyricists can be benefit-
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The Trinamool Congress supremo has asked
Akhtar to write a song on
“Khela Hobe,” her poll
slogan, news agency ANI
reported.
Speaking to the media
after the meeting, Akhtar
said that Banerjee did not
state that leadership is
her priority, but that she
wants parivartan.
“She believes that she wants a parivartan. Earlier
she fought for Bengal and now she wants to fight
for a change in India. Who will lead the country
is not important but how the Hindustan will be
that is most important. Democracy is dynamic and
constant in process,” Akhtar told reporters, according to ANI. Asked if the “Khela Hobe” slogan would
resonare in India, Akhtar said, “It does not need
proof. It is beyond discussion now.”
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ted from the royalty,” he added.
Banerjee, who has been in the national capital since
Monday, has been meeting several politicians, possibly for the aim of forming up a united Opposition
ahead of the 2024 general elections.
On Thursday, she met DMK MP Kanimozhi as well
as Minister of Road Transport Nitin Gadkari, while
on Wednesday she had met Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal, as well Congress Interim President
Sonia Gandhi and party leader Rahul Gandhi.
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DADA SAHEB
PHALKE INDIAN TELEVISION
AWARD GOES TO
MOHAMMED VAKIL
Mohammed Vakil’s list
of accolades is numerous befitting the artist
that he is. He is the
winner of the “TVS
Sa-Re-Ga-Ma” Final in
1997 and “TVS Sa-ReGa-Ma” Mega Final in
1998. He was bestowed
the title of “Rising Star”
by C.L.Nepali Organization, Delhi in 1998.
He was awarded the
“R.D.Burman Puncham
Samman” by Abhinaya
Kala Parishad, Patankhot and the “Rajasthan
Sangeet Natak Academy
Award 2001” by the
Govt. of Rajasthan.
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Grand Mushaira conducted by Noor
Amrohvi in Dallas
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Indian-origin businessman
Yusuffali MA appointed
vice-chairman of top government
business body in Abu Dhabi

Yusuffali is the Chairman
and Managing Director of Abu Dhabi-based
LuLu Group International.
Sheikh Mohammed issued a resolution to form a
new Board of Directors for the Abu Dhabi Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ADCCI), chaired
by Abdullah Mohamed Al Mazrouei and Yusuffali
as the Vice-chairman.
The ADCCI is the apex government body of all
businesses established in Abu Dhabi. It functions
as an effective bridge between the government
and the business sector.

Yusuffali is the only Indian on the 29-member
board, which is primarily made up of Emirati
business owners and CEOs.
Yusuffali described his appointment as “a very
humbling and proud moment” in his life.

INNA LILLAHE WA INNA ILAIHI RAJIOON
King Kothi Resident, a very Nice Gentle man, a
very down to earth personality,
Mr ARIF (bhai) studied in All Saint’s high
school ,
Deccan Engineering college, known personality of Jeddah passed away in Hyderabad today.
Due to CARDIAC AREST.

Sheikh Mohammed had honoured Yusuffali with
the “Abu Dhabi Award 2021”, the highest civilian
honour for his almost 5-decade long contributions in the fields of economic development and
philanthropy.
“This is indeed a very proud and emotional moment for me. I am very happy to receive Abu
Dhabi’s highest civilian award from the blessed
hands of HH Sheikh Mohamed Bin Zayed, Crown
Prince & Deputy Supreme Commander of the
UAE Armed Forces,” he tweeted on April 10,
2021.
Yahoo News

MIDDLE EAST PAGES

Each of the business establishments in Abu
Dhabi, one of the wealthiest and most influential
economic hubs in the region, has to be licensed
by ADCCI.

“My sincere gratitude to the visionary leadership
of this great country and I will strive to do my
best towards justifying the great responsibility
entrusted upon me. Apart from working for the
growth of Abu Dhabi economy & the larger business community, I will sincerely work towards
further boosting the Indo-UAE trade relations,”
he said.
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Dubai [UAE], July 25
(ANI): Crown Prince
of Abu Dhabi Sheikh
Mohamed Bin Zayed Al
Nahyan has appointed
prominent Indian businessman Yusuffali MA as
the vice-chairman of the
top government body for
all businesses operating
from Abu Dhabi.
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Eid Mubarak to all from chicago. A low profile events as people are still not comfortable because of COVID. Eid prayers in our area was held at Holiday Inn Northshore, Skokie, Illinois.

In Washington DC for few days , had lovely dinner at Trump International Hotel on Pensalvania Ave , DC with few friends

Congratulations for getting RE-Elected as Working President of Telangana
State Congress Committee . Mohamed Azharuudin former India’s Cricket
Captain and former Member of Parliament visited my residence this afternoon in Shamshabad, Hyderabad . Thanks so much Azhar for a surprise
visit along with Anas Bakai & Ali even though I am not there . You are very
humble person I ever know . The Apex Council had “suspended” Azharuddin for alleged violation of its constitution.
Allegations of Conflict of Interest were levelled against Azharuddin.
Justice (retd) Verma in his order pointed out that the complaint against
Azharuddin was not forwarded to Ombudsman and in effect has no legal
validity.
“Apex Council on its own accord cannot take such a decision. Therefore, I
deem it appropriate to set aside the resolution (if any) passed by these five
members in suspending the duly elected President, issuing a show-cause
meetings at Capital Hills with Indian community leaders across US , paid personal visits
notice and direct them to refrain from any subsequent actions against the to to my friends US Congressman Chuyi Jesus Garcia , Congressman Raja Krishnamurty,
Congressman Danny K. Davis and others . Also my friend Deputy Ambasdor of India for
President of HCA, Mohammed Azharuddin,” Justice (retd) Verma, said
US Ambasadar Surender Dalela and staff .
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DAY
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FROM
WALIUDDIN
&
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Zahed Hussain with Moneeza Hashmi daughter of Faiz
Ahmed Faiz in Chicago

BABY INAYA TURNS

IN AUGUST
Dr. Fariha Sabiri
Rashid Inayah
Engr Haroon Rashid
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At Eid Milan event in Hoffman Estates hosted by IAA: Shahid Razvi, General Secretary seen with Dr Bharat Barai, Nawab MIr Hamed Ali Khan,
President with Mr Ranjit Singh, Consul Chicago, Press Information. Eraj Ahmed, former President and Kausar Mirza also attended the event

Singer Bharti Desai and Mr Desai at IAA event

SHABAZ KHAN CRICKET TOURNAMENT SPONSORED BY SYED MUKRAM, CHIEF GUEST MR MINHAJ AKHTAR SAIF KHAN
DR IMRAN VAZEER, SHABAZ AHMED KHAN AND ALDERWOMAN DEBRA SILVERSTIEN
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MATRIMONY DesiMubarakRishte.Com

LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: Any
Age: less than 32
Height: 5.4 and above
Education: Eng, Doctor or MBA
Profession: Eng, Doctor or Manager
Residence: Hyd or or Gulf Aus or USA or

Legal Status: H1B or Hyderabad
Marital Status:never Married
Religious Sect:Sunni
Ethnicity: Hyd, Indian
Contact:
Mother:+91 81428 03081
Brothers:+91 81431 74190
+19283068704

LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: OK
Age: 27-29
Height: 5’8-6’
Marital Status: Unmarried-never married
Legal Status : Must be raised and schooled
in U.S.
Education: Any type of Engineer, Corporate Professional, Physician, Surgeon,
Dentist etc. Should be willing to relocate
to California.
Residence: U.S.
Religious Sect: MUSLIM, Sunni
Ethnicity: Indian, Pakistani origin preferred. Can be of any Ethnicity if U.S. born
Muslim. (No H-1 visa holders) Contact
2055676126

LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: Slight beard fine
Age: 26 to 29
Height: 5.4 to 5.10
Marital Status: Never married
Legal Status: Any , preferably work permit
Education: Engineering ,MS,MBBS,CA,
CPA,MBA
Profession: Engineer, Doctor, Charted
ACCOUNTANTS, MBA
Residence: UK,USA,CANADA
Religious Sect: Sunni,Sheikh, Syed
Ethnicity: India preferably south India
Contact:
WhatsApp #+12055676126

GIRL
Hijabi: Yes
Age: 24
Height: 5 ft 3 in
Marital status: Never Married
Legal Status: US citizen
Education: Medicine 3rd year
Profession: Medical
Residence: Chicago suburbs
Religious Sect: Sunni
Language: Urdu/English
Ethnicity: Hyderabadi
Family: Father IT pro, Mother Homemaker, Sis & Bro-in-law doctors, Bro1
Bio-Engg, Bro2 High School
LOOKING FOR: BOY
Beard: Prefereed but optional
Age: 29 or less
Height: 5ft 7in or more
Marital Status: Never Married
Legal Status: US citizen
Education: PG or Grad Professional pref
in Medical, will consider other streams
(MUST be US/Canada schooled)
Profession: Medical pref will consider others prof settled individuals
Residence: US / Canada
Religious Sect: Sunni
Holding Islamic & family values
Ethnicity: Indian/Pakistani
WhatsApp Contact# +1 (205) 567-6126

Female
Hijabi: No
Age: 24 years
Height: 5 feet 3 inches
Marital status: unmarried
Legal Status: US Citizen BIRTH : USA
Education: Bachelors in Aerospace Engineering from Cal Poly, Pomona, CA
Profession: Engineer & Project Manager
Residence: Westlake Village, CA
Religious Sect: Sunni,
Language: Urdu/English
Ethnicity: Indian (Hyderabadi)
LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: OK
Age: 27-29
Height: 5’8-6’
Marital Status: Unmarried-never married
Legal Status : Must be raised and schooled
in U.S.
Education: Any type of Engineer, Corporate Professional, Physician, Surgeon,
Dentist etc. Should be willing to relocate
to California.
Residence: U.S.
Religious Sect: MUSLIM, Sunni
Ethnicity: Indian, Pakistani origin preferred. Can be of any Ethnicity if U.S. born
Muslim. (No H-1 visa holders) Contact
2055676126

FEMALE : Female
Hijabi: Yes
Age: 22 years (1998 November 3rd)
Height: 5 feet 6 inches
Marital status: unmarried
Legal Status: Indian
PLACE OF BIRTH :QATAR 🇶🇦 
Education: Bachelors in Genetics and
Biotechnology from Loyola college, Completed P.G (Diploma) in Bioinformatics
from Osmania University.
Profession: None
Residence: Hyderabad Telangana
Religious Sect: Islam Sunni, Hanafi
Language: Urdu/Hindi/English
Ethnicity: Indian/Hanafi (Hyderabadi)
Family:
•Father- Supervisor in GSCS Doha, Qatar
•Mother- B.A.B.Ed (Homemaker)
LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: preferably No but if he has it it’s not
a deal breaker
Age: 27-30
Height: 5’8-5’10
Marital Status: Unmarried
Legal Status : Must be on H1B
Education: Should have a Masters
Profession: White collar job
Residence: Hyderabad
Religious Sect: Islam Sunni, Hanafi
Ethnicity: Indian/Hanafi
Contact 2055676126

Female
Name: SS
Hijabi: Yes
Age: 31
Height: 5’2
Residence : Barrie,Ontario
Education: Post Graduation Certificate
Program in BIG DATA ANALYTICS
Profession: In Search of field job
Legal Status: Work Permit
Marital status : Single
Ethnicity: Indian
Religious Sect: Muslim(Sunni)
Family:
Father:Businessman,Mother:Housewife, 1
Sister:Married,2 Brother’s
Language: Urdu and English
Hobbies: Reading,Cooking and Travelling.
LOOKING FOR: Male
Age : 35 to 40
Height: 5’5 to 5’8
Residence: Canada/USA
Education: Master’s
Profession: Some Respectful Job
Legal Status: PR Holder/USA Citizen
Marital Status: Single
Religious Sect: Muslim(Sunni)
Ethnicity: Indian(Hyderabadi) Contact
2055676126

FEMALE N.B
Hijabi /No
Age: 29
Height: 5’5
Education:Bachelors Degree in Business administartion and management
Profession:Human Resource Assistant
Residence: New Jersey Woodbridge
Legal Status: US citizen
Marital status: Single
Religious Sect: Sunni (Arain)
Language: Urdu,Punjabi, English
Ethnicity: Pakistani
Family: Parents and 2 brothers , 1
sister..
LOOKING FOR: MALE
Beard: yes an short one
Age: 29-35
Height:5’6-6’0
Education:Bachelors or Masters Degree
Profession:Any descent profession
Residence: USA or Canada prefer
Tristate area or nearby states...
Legal Status:Us citizens or Greencard
holder or in process
Marital Status:Single
Religious Sect:Sunni
Ethnicity:Pakistani
Contact 2055676126

INTERNATIONAL PAGES

FEMALE : Female
Hijabi: No
Age: 24 years
Height: 5 feet 3 inches
Marital status: unmarried
Legal Status: US Citizen BIRTH : USA
Education: Bachelors in Aerospace Engineering from Cal Poly, Pomona, CA
Profession: Engineer & Project Manager
Residence: Westlake Village, CA
Religious Sect: Sunni,
Language: Urdu/English
Ethnicity: Indian (Hyderabadi)
Family:
Father- In Real Estate & Architect
Mother- Homemaker
Brothers- (Two) Elder brother is
Construction Manager, Second Brother is
Lawyer.

FEMALE
Hijabi : Yes
Age: 25
Height: 5 feet
Marital status: Never married
Legal Status: UK Student visa
Education:Bcom from BIT,RAK ,UAE.
ACCA ( Just completed withe exams ,all
14 papers) from UK University, London&
pursuing MSc in Accounting and finance
from UK University, London
Profession: Student
Residence: STUDYING in UK , holding
USA 10 YRS VISIT VISA , UAE RESIDENCE VISA
Religious Sect: Sunni

INTERNATIONAL PAGES

FEMALE
Hijabi: Yes
Age: 25
Complexion: v.fair
Height: 5.3
Education:M.B.A
Profession:
Residence: Hyd, India
Legal Status: Indian citizen
Marital status: never Married
Religious Sect:Sunni
Language: Urdu, English
Ethnicity: hyderabad, india
Family: Parents and 5 elder brothers
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Male

Beard: No Beard

LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi: Optional
Age: Less than 25
Height: 5”4’ & above
‘Marital Status: Single
Legal Status: US or Canadian Citizen
Residence: Hyderabadi based US/Canadian Citizen
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Ethnicity: Hyderabad, Indian Contact
2055676126

LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Age: 27-35
Height: 5 2 minimum
Marital Status: Never married/
divorced(without kids)
Legal Status: US Citizen
Education: Any
Profession: Any
Residence: Doesn’t matter
Religious Sect: Sunni
Ethnicity: Indian
Contact: 205-567-6126
WhatsApp #: 205-567-6126

LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi
Age: 30-35
Height:5’3-5’7
Marital Status: Widow/ Divorcee/
...
Legal Status: Any
Education: Graduate
Profession: House hold
Residence: USA
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Ethnicity: Indian Contact
2055676126

Male

Beard: No Beard

Age: 31
Height: 5”8’
Marital status: Single (Never Married)
Legal Status: Indian Citizen
Education: B.Tech (Computers Science,
JNTU,HYDERABAD) Diploma in Leadership & Management (IIBIT, Sydney)
Profession: AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate
Residence: Hyderabad, Telangana (India)
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Language: English, Urdu, Hindi
Ethnicity: Indian
Family: Parents,1 elder sister and 1 elder
brother
1. Father : Retd. Civil Engineer, National Water Company, Jeddah
2. Mother : B.Sc B.Ed.(Teacher) MukarramJah High School
3. Sister: B.Tech , US Citizen
4 Brother: B.Tech, M.S (USA)
LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi: Optional
Age: Less than 25
Height: 5”4’ & above
‘Marital Status: Single
Legal Status: US or Canadian Citizen
Education: BS,MS
Profession: Engineer/Pharmacy
Residence: Hyderabadi based US/Canadian Citizen
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Ethnicity: Hyderabad, Indian Contact
2055676126

Male
Beard: Yes
Age: 24
Height: 6’1”
Education: Pursuing dual degree
MBA/MHA
Profession: Project manager
Residence: Houston, TX
Legal Status: Citizen
Marital status: Single
Religious Sect: Sunni
Language: Urdu
Ethnicity: Indian Muslim
Family: Parents and 1 older brother
only .
LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi: Optional
Age: Between 22 and 24 years
Height: Between 5’4”to 5’9”
Education: Any medical/ para medical
field
Profession: Any in Health industry
Residence: Anywhere in USA
Legal Status: Any
Marital Status: Never married single
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Ethnicity: Urdu speaking Indian/
Pakistani
Contact: Parents
WhatsApp # (205) 567-6126

Male
Beard: No
Age: 27 yrs
Height: 5’8”
Education:Masters in Mechanical Engineering (Residing in USA since 6 years)
Profession:Production Engineer
Residence: New Jersey, USA
Legal Status: H1 B Visa
Marital status: Never Married
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Language: Urdu, Telugu,English,Hindi
Ethnicity: Andhra Pradesh,India
Family: Parents are in India
LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi: No
Age: 24 to 27Yrs
Height: 5’4”
Education:Bachelors or Masters
Profession: Any
Residence: USA
Legal Status: US Citizen, greencard, H1 B
visa
Marital Status: Never Married
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Ethnicity: Andhra Pradesh, India
Contact:
WhatsApp :+1 (205) 567-6126

Male
Beard: yes
Age: 27(brought in UAE 🇦🇪  and  USA 
🇺🇸)
Height: 5.7”
Marital status: never married
Legal Status: H1B
Education:BE,MS (namaz Quraan
with tajweed lslamic Education)
Profession:IT software
Residence: Dallas
Religious Sect:Muslim
Language:Arabic,English,French,Urdu
Ethnicity: Indian (Hyd)
Family: Father working in govt.of
UAE(Ma sha Allah)
LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi :Yes
Age: 18—25
Height:5.3” and above
Marital Status:never married
Legal Status:US Cityzen or green card
or gulf born
Education:any
Profession:any
Residence:any
Religious Sect:Muslim
Ethnicity: Indian/Pakistani Contact
2055676126
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Male
Hijabi / Beard: Yes
Age: 35
Height: 5 10
Marital status: Never Married
Legal Status: On F1
Education: Masters in Engineering
Management
Profession: Project Scheduler
Residence: Texas
Religious Sect: Sunni
Language: English, Urdu, Hindi &
Telugu
Ethnicity: Indian
Family: 3 Elder brothers (All Married)/ One younger Sister

Age: 39
Height: 5’7”
Marital status: Divorced
Legal Status: Work permit
Education: Master of Arts
Profession: Own business
Residence: Chicago IL
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Language: Urdu
Ethnicity: Indian
Family: Religious

Male
Beard: No
Age: 27
Height: 6 app
Marital status: unmarried
Legal Status: working on EAD
Education:BE (Electrical) Mumbai
University
MS(Industrial engineering)
Profession: sr. Associate in Axtria
New jersey
Working on EAD
Residence: New Jersey
Religious Sect:sunni
LOOKING FOR: FEMALE
Hijabi yes
Age: between 21 to 27
Height:min 5.3
Marital Status: unmarried
Legal Status:
Education: Engineer or any professional course
Contact +12055676126
WhatsApp #as above
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Age: 31
Height: 5”8’
Marital status: Single (Never Married)
Legal Status: Indian Citizen, Applied for
Canadian PR with a score of (CLB-9)
Education: B.Tech (Computers Science,
JNTU,HYDERABAD) Diploma in Leadership & Management (IIBIT, Sydney)
Profession: AWS Certified Solutions Architect Associate
Residence: Hyderabad, Telangana (India)
Religious Sect: Sunni Muslim
Language: English, Urdu, Hindi
Ethnicity: Indian
Family: Parents,1 elder sister and 1 elder
brother

Male :
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890-million-years-old? Geologist may have discovered oldest animal fossils ever in Canada
INTERNATIONAL PAGES		

A geologist in Canada may have discovered
fossils of ancient sponges dating back 890 million years, making the potential discovery 350
million years older than the oldest undisputed
sponge fossils.

The fossilized structures found in rock samples
potentially show sponges that existed in underwater reefs millions of years ago. The findings
may represent the oldest animal fossils ever discovered, Laurentian University professor Elizabeth Turner described in an article published
Wednesday in the journal “Nature.”
Scientists have previously estimated that sponges existed before more complicated creatures
over 540 million years ago. However, there’s a
lack of fossilized sponges discovered by scientists that would prove the timeline for the early
creatures.
The fossils discovered by Turner resemble skeletons found in some modern sponges known as
keratose demosponges. The skeletons are made
up of segments that look like connected branches of a tree.

Israel: Scientists find Neanderthal ancestor,
challenging what we thought about human
evolution
That’s not a dinosaur: Tiny fossil discovered in
2020 actually belongs to a lizard
“We are animals,” Turner said. “And we have a
big brain, and we’re capable of wondering about
stuff, and we wonder how we came to be.
“What happened before, and what was it like?
How did it begin?” she added. “This is really
digging into that. I’m shaking up the apple cart.”
If the age of the fossils discovered by Turner is
proven true, then the organisms would have
lived on Earth before a time when scientists
believe there was enough oxygen to support
animal life.
The creatures also would have lived prior to
widespread ice ages on Earth.

Turner told USA TODAY that some critics may
question her findings due to the Earth’s oxygen
levels and the conditions that the sponges could
have faced.
“Here I am saying, ‘Uh-oh, the first animals appeared before that.’ So they didn’t require that
oxygen. So people may be not so comfortable
with it,” Turner said.
“This is not the holy grail,” she noted. “It’s just a
step toward a better view on animal evolution. “

The fossils were found in a remote area of north- But the spongelike creatures would have lived in
western Canada accessible only by helicopter.
reefs made from bacteria that could have created enough oxygen for the sponges to survive,

according to multiple reports.
“We know there has to have been a time, an
episode or an interval of hidden evolution in
animals prior to 540 million years ago,” Turner
said. “The question is – how far back did it go,
and what was it like? That’s the big hole.”
This article originally appeared on USA TODAY: Oldest animal fossils ever may be ancient
sponges discovered in Canada
USA Today

INTERNATIONAL PAGES

The geologist told USA TODAY that her discovery is intriguing for scientists and non-scientists
alike, who all may learn about the history of
how animals – and humans – came to be today.
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Big 12 meets with Oklahoma and Texas, says it’s
open to ‘discuss proposals that would strengthen
the conference
member institutions of the Conference,”
The Big 12 spoke to Oklahoma and Texas
The conference said in a Sunday evening
statement that two members of its board
of directors and commissioner Bob Bowlsby met with Oklahoma president Joe Harroz and Texas president Jay Hartzell. The
Big 12 didn’t reveal any details from the
meeting, though it signaled a willingness
to change the conference’s structure in a
“mutually beneficial” way for Texas and
Oklahoma and the eight other schools in
the conference.

Bowlsby said in the conference’s statement. “I expect that we will continue our
conversations in the days ahead and we
look forward to discussing thoughts, ideas
and concepts that may be of shared interest and impact.”
The eight other schools — Baylor, Iowa
State, Kansas, Kansas State, Oklahoma
State, TCU, Texas Tech, and West Virginia
— met late last week after word came out
the two teams could move conferences.
On Saturday, CBS Sports reported the Big
12 could be willing to give OU and UT
more revenue.

“The meeting was cordial, and the Executive Committee expressed a willingness to
discuss proposals that would strengthen
the Conference and be mutually beneficial to OU and UT, as well as the other

Oklahoma and Texas’ departure could
shatter the Big 12 with no other anchor
program left among the eight teams
remaining in the conference. The Big 12’s
current grant of rights agreement with

Just because you were in space doesn’t
mean you get the wings of an astronaut.

going 62 miles above sea level.

all 10 teams runs through 2025 and both
OU and UT would have to buy out those
rights to switch conferences before the
agreement is over.
Big 12 revenue per school trails that of the

Big Ten and SEC. And it’s clear that the
programs are eyeing a significant revenue
increase with a conference switch even
after any potential buyout is factored in.
Yahoo Sports
Nick Bromberg

Sorry, Jeff Bezos.You’re still not an astronaut,
according to the FAA.

The order was issued on July 20, the same
day billionaire and Amazon founder Jeff
Bezos and his Blue Origin rocket crew
made history by blasting off from the West
Texas desert, reaching space and returning
to Earth.
NASA, the Air Force, the Federal Aviation
Administration and some astrophysicists consider the boundary between the
atmosphere and space to begin 50 miles
up. Bezos actually met the requirement by

To earn the wings, the FAA now states
that passengers must have “demonstrated
activities during flight that were essential
to public safety, or contributed to human
space flight safety.” Given the automation
of Blue Origin, Bezos doesn’t meet this
criteria.
More: Bezos, Blue Origin crew ride in Rivian electric vehicle on their way to space
launch
Opinion: Jeff Bezos is perfectly happy to
have gushing journalists slobbering over
his space flight
New Shepard, a 60-foot rocket and
capsule, was designed primarily for space
tourism thanks to fully automated flight
systems, meaning nobody was piloting the
craft nor contributing to “human space
flight safety.” After liftoff, the booster re-

The other passengers who joined Bezos
on New Shepard — 18-year-old Oliver
Daemen, Bezos’ brother, Mark, and
“Mercury 13” aviator Wally Funk — also
don’t qualify as being members of the
spacecraft’s crew, since the FAA defines
that as employees or contractor’s associated with a company involved in the
spacecraft’s launch.
Blue Origin employs thousands across
several states and campuses. Competitor
Richard Branson’s Virgin Galactic, who
did his own space flight a week earlier
than Bezos, has more than 800 employees.
Yahoo News
Josh Rivera

Gold jumps over 1% as Powell strikes dovish tone
By Arundhati Sarkar
(Reuters) - Gold jumped more than 1% on Thursday
as investors cheered U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman
Jerome Powell’s comments suggesting the central
bank was unlikely to hike rates anytime soon.
Spot gold rose 1.4% to $1,832.22 per ounce by 12:31
pm EDT, having earlier hit its highest since July 15 at
$1,832.40.
U.S. gold futures climbed 1.8% to $1,832.10 per
ounce.
Powell said the U.S. job market still had “some
ground to cover” before it would be time to pull
back support to the economy.
“You’re going to see inflation heat up moving forward because the Fed is more focused on employ-

ment and is not going to fight them in the near-term
and that is a positive environment for precious metals,” said David Meger, director of metals trading at
High Ridge Futures.
“This is not a flash-in-the-pan type rally but a more
sustainable one because nothing is standing in gold’s
way.”
Reinforcing Powell’s views, data showed the U.S.
economy grew at a 6.5% annualized rate last quarter,
below a forecast for an 8.5% rise by economists in a
Reuters poll.
Lower U.S. interest rates reduce the opportunity cost
of holding non-yielding bullion.
Adding to gold’s support, the dollar index slipped
to a one-month low, making gold less expensive for
holders of other currencies. [USD/]

“Rising monetary policy uncertainty, inflation and
increasing risk of equity market volatility should
favour demand for safe-haven assets,” ANZ Research
said in a note.
Global demand for gold rose in the second quarter to its highest quarterly level in a year, as central
banks and investors stepped up purchases, the World
Gold Council said in a quarterly report.
Silver jumped 3.2% to $25.72 per ounce, having
earlier hit its highest since July 16.
Elsewhere, platinum was steady at $1,064.74 an
ounce, and palladium gained 0.7% to $2,644.11.
(Reporting by Eileen Soreng and Arundhati Sarkar
in Bengaluru; Editing by Amy Caren Daniel and
Subhranshu Sahu)
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The Federal Aviation Administration set
new rules concerning the Commercial
Space Astronaut Wings Program and the
criteria used to award those commanding,
piloting or working on privately funded
spacecraft with the Commercial Space
Astronaut Wings badge.

turned to the facility for a vertical landing
while the capsule briefly floats in space,
then touched down near the launch site
with the help of parachutes.
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for the first time since reports emerged
that the two schools were eyeing a move
to the SEC, the conference said Sunday.
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Astronomers see back of a black hole for first
time, proving Albert Einstein was right
INTERNATIONAL PAGES		

An international team of researchers used high-powered X-ray telescopes
to study a supermassive black hole 800 million light years away at the
centre of a distant galaxy.
The researchers saw the usual hallmarks of a black hole, but they also
spotted light – in the form of X-rays – which was being emitted by the far
side of the black hole.
Black holes are born when a gargantuan star explodes in a supernova and
then collapses in on itself. This forms an incomprehensibly dense material which swallows up everything in its general vicinity, and therefore it
should be impossible to see light from the back of a black hole.
However, Einstein’s dogmatic theory of general relativity predicted in
1915 that the gravitational pull of black holes is likely so enormous that
they warp the very fabric of space, twisting magnetic fields and bending
light.
As a result, Einstein’s work asserted that it should be possible to see light
waves ejected from the far side of the black hole because of the distorted
magnetic fields acting as a mirror.

Experts accepted the theory, but have been unable to directly observe the
phenomenon until now, thanks to modern telescopes and the development of highly sensitive instruments.
Dan Wilkins, an astrophysicist at Stanford University, was studying the
mechanics of how a black hole rips atoms and electrons apart, and the Xrays this subsequently produces. Upon inspecting the data he saw what he
expected, X-rays spewed directly towards Earth from the black hole’s core,
but he also saw unexpected echoes shortly afterwards.
These, he said, were X-rays which were flung out in the opposite direction
of Earth, but were reflected by the black hole’s mangled magnetic field.
The finding, published in Nature, yet again proves Einstein was correct,
and further backs up the theory of general relativity.
“Fifty years ago, when astrophysicists starting speculating about how the
magnetic field might behave close to a black hole, they had no idea that
one day we might have the techniques to observe this directly and see
Einstein’s general theory of relativity in action,” said Prof Roger Blandford, a co-author of the research, also from Stanford University.
Telegraph
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Astronomers have managed to look behind a black hole for the first time
and have proved that Albert Einstein was right about how these mysterious celestial behemoths behave.
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Dubai is coping with its 125-degree heat by using laser-beam-shooting
drones to shock rainwater out of clouds
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This works like a cattle prod for clouds, forcing small water droplets together to
create big ones.
Dubai gets 4 inches of rainfall per year and saw temperatures shoot up to 125
degrees in June.
Visit Insider’s homepage for more stories.
The National Center of Meteorology in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, has found
a new way to make it rain. It’s using laser-beam-shooting drones to generate
rainfall artificially.
Last week the country’s weather service posted two videos offering proof of the
heavy downpours in Dubai’s streets.
Here’s how it works: The drones shoot laser beams into the clouds, charging
them with electricity. The charge prompts precipitation by forcing water droplets
together to create bigger raindrops, essentially electrifying the air to create rain.
This past March, the BBC reported that the UAE was looking to test the drone
technology, which it developed in collaboration with the University of Reading
in the UK.
Artificially generated rain is crucial because Dubai only gets an average of 4
inches of rainfall annually. This makes farming difficult and forces the country to
import more than 80% of its food.

It also doesn’t help with the country’s sweltering temperatures. On June 6, for example, Dubai recorded a sweltering temperature high of 125 degrees Fahrenheit.
Dubai’s rainmaking technology is not entirely dissimilar to cloud seeding, which
has been used in the US since 1923 to combat prolonged periods of drought.
Cloud seeding requires crushed-up silver iodide, a chemical used in photography, to help create water clusters in the air.
Forbes reported that the UAE has invested in nine rain-enhancement projects
over the past few years, which cost around $15 million in total. The bulk of those
projects have involved traditional cloud-seeding techniques.
Critics of the drone technology worry that it could unintentionally cause massive flooding. And they also worry about such technology being privatized,
Forbes reported.
In the US, innovative solutions to the extreme effects of the climate crisis have
been explored. Billionaire Bill Gates is backing the development of a sunlightdimming technology that might help to achieve a global cooling effect by reflecting the sun’s rays from the planet’s atmosphere.
In the meantime, more than 80 wildfires are blazing across the US, devastating communities and destroying homes. On July 13, Death Valley in California
recorded a temperature high of 128 degrees Fahrenheit, the Earth’s hottest temperature record since 2017.
INSIDER
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Dubai is making it rain with drones that shoot laser beams into clouds to prompt
rainfall.
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Meet IAS Tapasya Parihar who Got Rank 23 in UPSC Civil Services
Without Coaching

However, what’s unique about her is she relied on self-study
to achieve her goal, instead of coaching classes. After facing failure in the first attempt, she left coaching classes and
decided to focus on self-study for the next year. When she
started preparations for the second attempt of UPSC CSE, she
changed her strategy and her first target was to make as many
notes as possible and solve the answer papers. Her hard work
paid off and she managed to secure AIR 23 UPSC CSE exam
2017.
Tapasya’s father Vishwas Parihar is a farmer in his hometown
and her uncle Vinayak Parihar is a social worker. Her grandmother Devkunwar Parihar has been the president of Narsinghpur District Panchayat. When she expressed her wish to
prepare for UPSC CSE, her family supported her without any
hesitation.
Tapasya completed her 12th from Kendriya Vidyalaya and went on to
study law at The Indian Law Society’s Law College in Pune. This month,
she tied the knot with an Indian Foreign Service officer, Garvit Gangwar.
UPSC CSE is one of the toughest exams in the country that is conducted
every year to select suitable candidates for the Indian Administrative Ser-

vice, Indian Foreign Service, revenue service, police service, and several
allied services. The aspirants have to go through three-stage of examinations — prelims, mains, and interviews — to get selected for civil services.
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Tapasya Parihar who hails from Narsinghpur, Madhya
Pradesh, has proved that nothing is impossible with hard work
and dedication. She secured All Indian Rank (AIR) 23 in Civil
Services Exam (CSE) 2017 conducted by Union Public Service
Commission (UPSC).

This year, UPSC CSE will be conducted on October 10. Usually, it is
conducted in the month of June, however, this year, it is delayed due to
the second wave of Covid-19. Every year, lakhs of students appear for this
exam.
News18

The 63-year-old, is the half-brother of Ratan Tata, the
former chairman of Tata Sons. While he is a known name
within the company itself, outsiders have always known
his far more illustrious brother, Ratan, who has been the
face of the company even after his retirement. How are
Noel Tata and Ratan Tata related?
Noel Tata is the half-brother of Ratan Tata. Ratan Tata’s
father was Naval Tata, who was adopted into the family
from an orphanage by Navajbai and Ratanji Tata.
When he grew up, Naval Tata married Soonoo with
whom he had two sons. He named the younger son
Jimmy and the older one was named after his father,
Ratan. Sometime in the mid-40s, Naval and Soonoo separated and some ten years later, he married Simone, a Swiss
national who he supposedly met when she was travelling
to India.
Noel Tata is Simone and Naval Tata’s son and thus the
half-brother of Ratan Tata.
What does Noel Tata do?

The company deals with the overseas business of Tata
Group.

Noel Tata may not be as much in the news as his halfbrother Ratan Tata, but he plays several important roles
in various Tata-owned companies. He is the chairman of
Tata Investment Corporation, the vice chairman of Titan
Industries, the managing director of Tata International,
and the chairman of Trent, the company that owns Westside.

At the turn of the century, Noel Tata took over Trent, the
company that his mother Simone had founded. Trent is
the parent company of the retail clothing store, Westside.
Tata worked to make Trent profitable and by 2003 he was
also appointed as the director of Titan Industries and of
Voltas.

An alumnus of the University of Sussex, Noel Tata also
studied at the International Executive Programme at
INSEAD, the prestigious business school in France. He
started off his career in the group at Tata International.

In 2010, Noel Tata became the MD of Tata International,
the company where he had started off his career. This
was around the time that Ratan Tata was set to retire and
speculation was rife about who would take over. With
Noel Tata in the news, the word on the street was that he

could perhaps succeed Ratan Tata. However, it wasn’t him
but his brother-in-law Cyrus Mistry who landed the job.
Noel Tata’s wife Aloo Mistry is Cyrus’ sister. And, as we
know, Cyrus’ father Pallonji Mistry is the single largest
shareholder in Tata Sons.
Less than five years later, Cyrus Mistry was let go of as the
Chairman of Tata Sons, making way for Natarajan Chandrasekaran, the former TCS boss to take over the reins.
In the meanwhile, Noel Tata has been working in the
background, rising up to become the vice chairman of Titan and being included in the board of the Sir Ratan Tata
Trust (named after his father). And should all go well,
he’ll find himself on the board of Tata Sons
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Ratan Tata’s half brother Noel Tata
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Priya Malik Clinches Gold Medal at World
Cadet Wrestling Championships

In the final bout of the 73 kg category,
Priya defeated Kesniya Patapovich 5-0 to
win the title in Budapest. The news comes
just a day after Mirabai Chanu created history in Tokyo by winning India’s first ever
silver medal in weightlifting which was
also the first of their campaign.
Priya has been consistently winning gold
medals at home having clinched the yellow metal at the 2019 Khelo India Games
in Pune before repeating the feat at the
17th School Games in New Delhi.

Wishes Pour in

Congratulations have been pouring in
from all around with Bollywood stars
including Abhishek Bachchan, Kareena
Kapoor Khan, Sunny Deol, Anil Kapoor
among other taking to social media to
wish the champion wrestler.
Gold at Tokyo Games?
However, with the fever of Tokyo Games
gripping everyone, mistakes were made.
Cricketers Ishant Sharma and Hanuma
Vihari along with actor-model Milind
Soman were heavily trolled for assuming
that Priya has won the gold medal at the
ongoing Olympics in Tokyo.
“Thank you Priya Malik! #gold #TokyoOlympics #wrestling welcome to Mt

Olympus,” Soman tweeted on
Sunday.
Naturally, social media users
had their fun at his expense.

“Sir it’s world wrestling
championship and not Olympic… It is held in Hungary…
fyi,” advised a user.
“Kindly google little and find
out in which world sporting
event she won… It’s not mandatory to
post congratulatory tweet without knowing about it,” suggested another.
Soman did reply. “I know now, still happy
and I won’t delete the tweet, sometimes its
ok to make a mistake,” he said.

In another tweet, he apologise. “Sorry,
should have checked before my earlier
tweet, but was too overcome with joy. Priya Malik won Gold at the World wrestling
Championships ! Onwards and upwards,”
he tweeted.
Yahoo News

Chinese parents fret after government bans
for-profit tutoring firms

HONG KONG (Reuters) - Anxious Chinese parents were rushing to hire private
tutors to help their children navigate a
fiercely competitive education system after
the government moved last week to rein in
companies in the massive tutoring services
industry.

New rules, to be implemented immediately, ban companies from making a profit
from teaching core school subjects and
offering classes on weekends or holidays.
But though many parents welcomed an effort to reduce the long hours their children
spend studying, others said the ban would
only add to parents’ financial burdens and
increase inequality.
After-school tutoring (AST) classes are
seen as crucial to academic success in
China’s notoriously difficult college entrance exam.
More than 75% of K-12 students - roughly
aged from six to 18 - in China attended
after-school tutoring classes in 2016, according to the most recent figures from
the Chinese Society of Education, and
anecdotal evidence suggests that percentage has risen.
“Parents around me are actively looking
for more one-on-one private tutors. It
doesn’t feel like a sudden stop of the tutoring frenzy, life goes on as before,” said Ms
Fan, a mother living in Beijing’s Haidian
district, renowned for its top universities
and competitive academic environment.
She declined to give her full name, as did
the other parents interviewed.
Private tutors can charge between 600
yuan and 2,000 yuan($93-$310) per
hour in the capital, depending on the

teacher’s experience, said Judith Bai, a
mother in Haidian, who already spends
more than 20,000 yuan on math and Chinese tutoring for her seven-year-old son
each year.
“The new regulations will likely put more
pressure on parents. With fewer AST
services available, many Haidian parents
around me are busy booking private tutors
and organizing small tutoring groups on
their own. The whole process is becoming
more challenging and time-consuming for
parents.”
Rather than encouraging people to have
more children, halting tutoring would
only dissuade them, said Min, mother to a
three-year-old living in Beijing.
“People want to have babies because there’s
hope that the kids can live a better life
than the parents. But with the economic
slowdown and no more tutoring in China,
we don’t know that for sure anymore.

We’re not considering having more babies,” she said.

ing company before the firm closes to new
registrations.

Parents in smaller cities where schools
tend to have less funding said the policy
would negatively impact their children
who rely on after-school classes to make
up for low quality teaching in classes of up
to 60 kids.

“As long as there is the test-based system
in China, it is impossible for parents not
to ‘chicken their babies’,” she said, using
a popular term in parenting circles that
describes pumping children with extracurricular classes and energy-boosting
“chicken blood”.

China’s Ministry of Education will work
on improving the quality of the country’s
schools “to reduce the impulse of parents
to send their children to off-campus training”, reported official news agency Xinhua
on Sunday.
But even with an improvement in teaching, many said it would be impossible
to overcome the competitive nature of
China’s system.
Ms Huang, a mother from Hangzhou in
eastern China, said she has quickly signed
her son up to a math class run by a tutor-

($1 = 6.4821 Chinese yuan renminbi)
(Reporting by Julie Zhu and Kane Wu in
Hong Kong and Yingzhi Yang in Beijing.
Additional reporting by Beijing Newsroom, Writing by Dominique Patton,
Editing by Raissa Kasolowsky)
Yahoo News
By Julie Zhu and Kane Wu
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China’s for-profit education sector has
been under scrutiny as part of Beijing’s
push to ease pressure on school children
and reduce a cost burden on parents that
has contributed to a drop in birth rates.
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Far away from the hustle and bustle of Tokyo Olympics where the eyes of the sporting world have been trained since Friday,
Indian wrestler Priya Malik has clinched
a gold medal at the ongoing World Cadet
Wrestling Championships.
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Bajaj Chetak’s bookings resume in Pune and
Bengaluru
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ing system. It rides on 12-inch alloy wheels.

Design: It has an oval headlight and a digital
instrument console

Safety: Combined braking system is offered for
safety

The news article, Bajaj Chetak’s bookings resume in Pune and Bengaluru appeared first on
NewsBytes.

The Bajaj Chetak sits on a steel frame and
features an indicator-mounted front apron, an
oval-shaped headlight, a flat footboard, a single-piece flat-type seat with a storage compartment underneath, and a pillion grab rail. It also
offers a glove box, a digital instrument panel,
touch sensitive switches, and an all-LED light-

For the rider’s safety, the Bajaj Chetak is
equipped with a disc brake on the front wheel
and a drum brake on the rear, along with combined braking system for improved handling.
Suspension duties on the two-wheeler are taken
care of by leading-link system on the front side
and a mono-shock unit on the rear end.

Also see: Bajaj Chetak up for bookings in Mysuru, Aurangabad, and Mangaluru
Bajaj Chetak electric scooter is now available in
Nagpur
Ola Scooter’s bookings open in India: Here’s
everything to know
NewsBytes.

Fact: The vehicle delivers a range of 95km
The Bajaj Chetak is powered by a 3.8kW motor
and a non-removable, IP67-rated 3kWh battery pack. The powertrain produces 16Nm of
peak torque, offers a top-speed of 70km/h and a
range of 95km in Eco mode.

Fact: Bajaj Chetak: Pricing and availability
The Bajaj Chetak is priced at Rs. 1.42 lakh for
the Urbane variant, while the Premium trim
carries a price-tag of Rs. 1.44 lakh (both prices,
ex-showroom). It is currently up for bookings
in select cities.

Update on the Florida stepfather who beat a boy
to death for sneaking to get a cookie
Two of Jack Montgomery’s stepsons told
police their 6-foot-2, 270-pound stepfather gave their 6-year-old brother, Brice
Russell, a beating that included grabbing
a leg and slinging Brice so that his head
smacked a high shelf or cabinet in their
Tampa area hotel room.
Brice never woke up after that Dec. 30,
2017 battering at the Tampa East/Seffner
Masters Inn. Montgomery told investigators he’d merely thrown Brice on the bed
after the boy sneaked out of bed for a

cookie.
The Miami Herald wrote about Brice’s
death and Montgomery’s arrest in a January 2018 story (the story incorrectly listed
Brice’s age as 7).
Here’s what happened afterwards.
Montgomery pleaded guilty on Oct. 31,
2019 to second-degree murder, aggravated
child abuse and willful child abuse. He
received 35 years on the murder charge, 30

years on the aggravated child abuse charge
and five years on the willful child abuse
charge. The sentences will be served at the
same time.
Montgomery’s online Florida Department
of Corrections entry says his scheduled
release date is June 26, 2052. His total time
behind bars, including county jail time,
for killing Brice would be 35 years, five
months and 26 days. He’ll be 65 years old.
Yahoo News
David J. Neal
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Bajaj Auto has commenced bookings for its
Chetak e-scooter in Pune and Bengaluru.
Reservations for the scooter were closed in the
two cities in April this year when it went out of
stock. The company plans to sell the two-wheeler in 22 new cities by 2022. The Chetak was
recently launched in Nagpur, while its bookings are underway in Mysuru, Aurangabad, and
Mangaluru.
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HISTORY BITES

The Battle of Ankara (or Battle of Angora), fought on July 20, 1402, took
place at the field of Cubuk (near Ankara) between the forces of the Ottoman sultan Bayezid I and the Turko-Mongol forces of Timur, ruler of the
Timurid Empire. The battle was a major victory for Timur, and it led to a
period of crisis for the Ottoman Empire. However, the Timurid Empire
went into terminal decline following Timur’s death just three years after
the battle, while the Ottoman Empire made a full recovery, and continued
to increase in power for another two to three centuries.
After the battle, Timur moved through western Anatolia to the Aegean
coast, where he besieged and took the city of Smyrna, a stronghold of the
Christian Knights Hospitalers. The battle was catastrophic for the Ottoman state, fracturing what remained and bringing almost total collapse of
the empire. This resulted in a civil war among Bayezid’s sons. The Ottoman civil war continued for another 11 years (1413) following the Battle
of Ankara.
The battle is also significant in Ottoman history as being the only time a
Sultan was captured in person.
In 1402 before the defeat, Bayezid was on the verge of conquering the
whole of Anatolia and the Balkans, maybe even taking Constantinople.
He had already taken Thessaloniki and defeated a crusader army at
Nilopolis in 1396.
Tamerlane effectively destroyed Ottoman supremacy in Anatolia but
Anatolia wasn’t the core of the ottoman empire, it was the Balkans and
more specifically Thrace and the area surrounding their capital Edirne
(Adrianople).
So, the empire struggled until 1413 for the succession of the defeated
Bayezid but eventually survived and took back its course for ascension after that, mostly because Tamerlane didn’t touch at the core of their power.
Photo- Bayezid I held captive by Timur, painting by Stanisław Chlebows-
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Alauddin Khilji was one of India’s greatest kings and one of the world’s
greatest military geniuses.
He was born in Delhi in 1266 AD (and hence an Indian; not a foreign
invader) and ruled as Sultan of Delhi from 1296 AD – 1316 AD. Khilji
greatly expanded the empire that he inherited from his uncle.
during his rule, the Mongols of the Chagatai Khanate invaded India.
Khilji, by his military brilliance, managed to defeat the Mongols not once,
but *five* times: in 1298 AD (led by Ulugh Khan, and inflicting 20,000
casualties on the Mongols), 1299 AD in Sindh (led by Zafar Khan), 1299
AD in Delhi (leading the army himself against the Mongols), 1305 AD
(led by Malik Nayak, and inflicting 8000 casualties on the Mongols), and
1306 AD (led by Malik Kafur); and a “draw” in the sixth Mongol invasion
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#1 in Best Summer Vacations in the USA
Yellowstone

Why Go To Yellowstone

Although Yellowstone attracts more than
4 million visitors every year, chances are
– unless you spend your entire trip at Old
Faithful – you won’t see much of them.
Yellowstone’s 2.2 million acres creep from
the northwest corner of Wyoming into
the edges of Idaho and Montana, offering
plenty of untouched territory to explore.

Carve out a day or two to take in
the view at Yellowstone Lake and
Mammoth Hot Springs. But save
some time for the trails through
lesser-known regions, like the
hot springs of the West Thumb
Geyser Basin and the untamed
wildlife dotting the Lewis River
Channel and Dogshead Loop.
While the sheer number of trails
and wildlife-watching opportunities may seem daunting at first,
remember: You can always come
back

# 2 Grand Teton National Park

The nearly 500-square-mile park also
contains an array of wildlife, including
black bears, grizzlies, moose, antelope and
bison. Plus, autumn visitors can witness
the park light up with golden aspens.
Travelers who want to tick off another
national park on the same vacation can
travel the few miles north to Yellowstone,
which adjoins Grand Teton.
Best Things to Do in Grand Teton National Park
#1
Jenny Lake
#2
Teton Park Road
#3Grand Teton
Best Months to Visit
The best time to visit Grand Teton National Park is from mid-May to late September when all the visitor centers, hiking
trails and other park activities, including
kayaking and fishing, are open and accessible. Beginning in October, winter blows
through the park, shutting down most
of its facilities and roads. Still, winter is a
prime time for cross-country skiing and
snowshoeing.
How to Save Money in Grand Teton
National Park
Camp out A campsite will cost you far less
than a stay at the park’s lodges. You’ll need
to make advance reservations as they fill
up quickly. Past visitors recommended
booking anywhere from six to nine
months in advance.
Pack a picnic Hit up a grocery store in

Jackson Hole and pack your lunch before
you visit the park. You can enjoy it at the
scenic Cottonwood Creek and the String
Lake picnic areas, which are also fitted
with restrooms.
Split the fee If you share your ride with
friends, you can split the $35 entrance fee,
which grants the driver and its passengers
admittance to the park for seven days.
What to Eat
Grand Teton National Park contains more
than a dozen restaurants where visitors
can fuel up after a long day on the trails
or the water. For a fine dining experience,
visitors should book a reservation at the
Jackson Lake Lodge Mural Room, which
offers stellar views and a varied American
menu, or the Jenny Lake Lodge Dining
Room, which recent diners praised for its
menu, views and “exquisite” service. But
book your reservation between mid-May
(June for Jenny Lake) and early October,
since – like most facilities in the rest of
the park these restaurants close for the
winter. If you’re looking for something
more casual, consider the Chuckwagon at
Dornans, Leek’s Marina and Trapper Grill
at Signal Mountain Lodge.
For a variety of cuisines at a range of
prices, visitors might want to drive a few
miles south of Grand Teton National Park
to Jackson Hole. The burgers at The Bird
receive rave reviews, as do the Brussels
sprouts and cocktails at Gather. Meanwhile, both the food and the brews at
Snake River Brewing earn high marks.
Safety
A trip to Grand Teton National Park can
be a wonderful experience for visitors of
all ages, but it’s important to take certain
safety precautions. For instance, hiking is
one of the main activities at the park, but
hikers should always traverse the trails
in pairs or groups. Hiking alone is not
recommended. As for gear, hikers should
come prepared with adequate footwear,
drinking water and extra clothing. Ice
picks, crampons and traction devices
aren’t a bad idea either, depending on the
conditions of the trails. and a first-aid kit.
For more safety tips, visit the National
Park Service’s website.
Getting Around Grand Teton National
Park
The best way to get around Grand Teton
National Park is by car. Not only will you

be able to explore the park on your own
terms, but your $35 entrance fee will
get your vehicle (and all its passengers)
admittance to the park for seven days. The
park is far too big to explore on foot alone.
To reach Grand Teton National Park,
many visitors fly into Jackson Hole
Airport (JAC) since it’s less than 5 miles
away from the park’s Jackson entrance.
The Idaho Falls Regional Airport (IDA) is
located about 90-some miles to the west,
but to find potentially lower rates, some
travelers choose to fly into Salt Lake City
International Airport (SLC), rent a car
and drive the five hours to the park. Alternatively, you can hire a shuttle service,
such as the Jackson Hole Alltrans or the
Salt Lake Express, to deliver you from the
airport to the national park.
This park shelters a large population of
black bears and grizzly bears, so it’s likely
that you might encounter a bear or two.
Visit the bear safety section of the park
website to learn the safety basics, such as
how to store your food and use bear spray.
Rangers ask that visitors report any bear
sightings at either a visitor center or a
ranger station.
The park’s Snake River and Jenny Lake,
among other bodies of water, provide
ample opportunities for floating, boating,
fishing, kayaking and more. But before

hitting the water, rangers recommend visitors check posted adviso-

ries on the flow rates and caution
areas at ranger stations or visitor
centers, or by calling the hotline at
1-800-658-5771. They also highly
suggest wearing life jackets and
bringing along waterproof containers filled with extra clothes and a
first-aid kit. For more safety tips, visit the
National Park Service’s website.

Getting Around Grand Teton National
Park
The best way to get around Grand Teton
National Park is by car. Not only will you
be able to explore the park on your own
terms, but your $35 entrance fee will
get your vehicle (and all its passengers)
admittance to the park for seven days. The
park is far too big to explore on foot alone.
To reach Grand Teton National Park,
many visitors fly into Jackson Hole
Airport (JAC) since it’s less than 5 miles
away from the park’s Jackson entrance.
The Idaho Falls Regional Airport (IDA) is
located about 90-some miles to the west,
but to find potentially lower rates, some
travelers choose to fly into Salt Lake City
International Airport (SLC), rent a car
and drive the five hours to the park. Alternatively, you can hire a shuttle service,
such as the Jackson Hole Alltrans or the
Salt Lake Express, to deliver you from the
airport to the national park.
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Why Go To Grand Teton National Park
Towering above Jackson Hole Valley with
jagged snow-topped peaks, Wyoming’s
majestic Teton Mountains are in high
relief at Grand Teton National Park. From
the 13,770-foot Grand Teton to the glittering Jenny and Jackson lakes – which
reflect the mountains in their depths – the
photo-ops are endless. But the park isn’t
just for mountaineers and photographers.
In the peak summer season, the area’s
trails call to hikers of all abilities and
reveal gems like hidden waterfalls and
breathtaking views of the Tetons. Meanwhile, the Snake River appeals to kayakers, rafters and those who simply fancy a
float. Historic districts like Menors Ferry
and Mormon Row attract history buffs
interested in the 19th-century past of this
piece of Western Frontier.
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With dramatic peaks and pristine lakes,
Yellowstone National Park is an outdoor
enthusiast’s paradise. Multicolored pools
swirl around hot springs; verdant forests weave past expansive meadows; and
volatile geysers launch streams of steaming water toward the sky. With so much
unspoiled natural beauty, it’s no wonder
why everyone suspected John Colter (a
scout for explorers Lewis and Clark) was
embellishing when he first described
Yellowstone’s geothermal curiosities in
1807. Nowadays, there’s no doubt that

the park is indeed extraordinary. While
you traverse its 3,000-plus square miles of
mountains, canyons, geysers and waterfalls, be prepared to share the trails with
permanent residents like buffalo, elk and
sometimes even grizzlies.
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What Is a Galaxy?

A galaxy is a huge collection of gas, dust,
and billions of stars and their solar sys-

tems. A galaxy is held together by gravity. Our galaxy, the Milky Way, also has a
supermassive black hole in the middle.
When you look up at stars in the night
sky, you’re seeing other stars in the Milky
Way. If it’s really dark, far away from lights
from cities and houses, you can even see
the dusty bands of the Milky Way stretch
across the skThere are many galaxies
besides ours, though. There are so many,
we can’t even count them all yet! hubble
space telescope The looked at a small

patch of space for 12 days and found
10,000 galaxies, of all sizes, shapes, and
colors. Some scientists think there could
be as many as one hundred million galaxies in the universe.
Some galaxies are spiral-shaped like ours.
They have curved arms that make it look
like a pinwheel. Other galaxies are smooth
and oval shaped. They’re called elliptical
galaxies. And there are also galaxies that
aren’t spirals or ovals. They have irregular
shapes and look like blobs. The light that

we see from each of these galaxies comes
from the stars iSometimes galaxies get
too close and smash into each other. Our
Milky Way galaxy will someday bump into
Andromeda, our closest galactic neighbor.
But don’t worry. It won’t happen for about
five billion years. But even if it happened
tomorrow, you might not notice. Galaxies are so big and spread out at the ends
that even though galaxies bump into each
other, the planets and solar systems often
don’t get close to colliding.

‘This summer will be hot for the U.S. economy’:
2021 may see most growth since 1951

Growth in the gross domestic product, the
country’s total output of goods and services, was unchanged from two previous
estimates, the Commerce Department said
Thursday, an acceleration from the 4.3%
pace of the fourth quarter.
Economists believe that economic growth
has continued to accelerate in the current quarter, which ends this month, as
vaccinations become widespread and
Americans eager to get outside are being
welcomed by newly reopened businesses.
Surging activity from consumers is being fueled in part by nearly $3 trillion in
financial support that the government has
approved since December.
Additional economic data that emerged
Thursday also points to a nation that has
regained its footing quickly after being
thwacked by a global pandemic, though
jobless claims remain stubbornly above
400,000.
“This summer will be hot for the U.S.
economy,” said Lydia Boussour, lead U.S.
economist for Oxford Economics. “As the
health situation continues to improve,
consumers sitting on piles of savings will
give into the urge to splurge on services
and experiences they felt deprived of during the pandemic.”
Boussour forecast that GDP growth in
the current April-June quarter will surge
to an annual rate of 12% and growth for
the entire year will come in at 7.5%. That
would be the best annual performance
since 1951.
Even economists whose forecasts for
2021 growth range from 6% to 7% believe
growth this year will be the best since
a 7.2% gain in 1984, when the U.S. was

emerging from an extended and painful
recession.
Economists believe growth this quarter
will be enough to push GDP output above
the previous peak reached at the end of
2019 before the pandemic struck and cut
off the longest economic expansion in U.S.
history.
The data released was government’s third
and final look at first-quarter GDP, and arrived along side a separate report from the
Commerce Department that showed May
orders from U.S. factories for big-ticket
manufactured goods rose for the 12th time
in the last 13 months.
Orders for durable goods — meant to last
at least three years — climbed 2.3% in
May, reversing a 0.8% drop in April. That
heated activity is taking place despite a
backlogged supply chain and a shortage of
workers
Orders for aircraft shot up 27.4% last
month after climbing 31.5% in April, the
Commerce Department said. Excluding transportation orders — which can
bounce wildly from month to month
— durable goods orders rose 0.3% last
month.
Factories anticipating a return to normalcy
or better are ramping up operations to
match demand as jobless claims continue
to tick lower.
The number of Americans applying for
unemployment benefits dropped last
week as the job market continues to heal,
albeit more slowly than many economists
expected at this point in the recovery.
Jobless claims fell just 7,000 from the
previous week to 411,000, the Labor Department said Thursday. While that is far
from the rush to work that has been anticipated for some time now, weekly claims
have fallen steadily this year from about
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WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy
grew at a solid 6.4% rate in the first three
months of the year, setting the stage for
what economists believe may be the strongest year for the economy in about seven
decades.
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The Short Answer:
A galaxy is a huge collection of gas, dust,
and billions of stars and their solar systems, all held together by gravity.
We live on a planet called Earth that is
part of our solar system. But where is our
solar system? It’s a small part of the Milky
Way Galaxy.
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900,000 in January.
Even if job growth has not met most
expectations, Americans are spending
money and lots of it as summer kicks off.
Consumer spending, which accounts for
more than two-thirds of economic activity,
grew at a sizzling annual rate of 11.4% in
first three months of the year, the Commerce Department said Thursday. It’s
likely that some of that spending is being
juiced by a round of $1,400 individual
payments that were included in the $1.9
trillion support package Congress passed
in March.
The first-quarter spending gain
reflected increases in goods purchases, led by auto sales, and gains
in spending on services, led by
food services and travel accommodations, two areas that have
benefited from the re-opening of
the economy as vaccinations have
increased.
Business investment grew at a

strong 11.7% rate, better than the previous
estimate of 10.8% growth, while government spending increased at a 5.7% rate,
slightly below last month’s estimate of a
5.8% gain.
The trade deficit grew in the first quarter,
subtracting 1.5 percentage points from
growth, as a recovering U.S. economy attracted rising imports while U.S. exporters
struggled with weaker overseas demand.
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Ancient stone tools hint at settlers’ epic trek to
North America

The finds make the site, called Cooper’s
Ferry, one of the oldest-known human
settlements in North America, if not the
oldest, says Loren Davis, an archaeologist
at Oregon State University in Corvallis,
who led the 10-year excavation that made
the discoveries. His team’s results were
published in Science on 29 August1.
Cooper’s Ferry joins a growing list of
archaeological sites in North and South
America that are overturning dogma
about how and when the Americas were
first settled. Overwhelming evidence now
suggests that the region’s first inhabitants
travelled from Asia along the Pacific Coast
more than 16,000 years ago — and not via
inland routes several thousand years later,
say Davis and others.
For decades, most archaeologists had
contended that humans first settled the
Americas through an ‘ice-free corridor’
in central Canada created by glacial melt
12,000–13,000 years ago. This tallied with
the appearance of stone tools at sites across
North America — including distinct fluted
arrowheads attributed to the ‘Clovis culture’, whose people were once thought to
be the Americas’ first settlers.

archaeological sites.

But the discovery of earlier, pre-Clovis
sites — including a nearly 15,000-year-old
settlement called Monte Verde in southern Chile and the 14,000-year-old Paisley
Caves in Oregon — challenged the theory
that Clovis people were the first to reach
the Americas. A pair of 2016 studies analysed ancient plant and animal DNA and
concluded that the ice-free corridor was
not habitable until 12,600–13,000 years
ago2,3 — too late to explain the pre-Clovis

Between 2009 and 2018, his team excavated a larger area of Cooper’s Ferry,
unearthing more stone artefacts, as well as
dozens of discarded fragments from the
tool-making process. By studying more
of the site and its underlying geology, he
hoped to get a more reliable estimate of its
age through advanced radiocarbon dating
techniques. “I was hoping we could evaluate if the site was really 13,300 years old,”

Radiocarbon revelation
Davis first worked at Cooper’s Ferry,
which is located beside a tributary to the
Columbia River, in the late 1990s as part of
his PhD work. In a small-scale excavation,
his team discovered stone points that are
distinct from Clovis projectiles and other
signs of human occupation; these were
provisionally determined to be as old as
13,300 years. “In the ’90s this was extremely contentious,” says Davis, because
it pointed to a stone-tool technology as old
as — if not older than — Clovis tools.

says Davis. However, dating of charcoal
and animal bones found alongside the
artefacts suggested that the oldest occupation of Cooper’s Ferry began between
16,500 and 15,300 years ago, and that humans continued to live there for thousands
of years afterwards. “It just absolutely blew
our minds how early this stuff was,” Davis
adds.
The site’s age adds to existing evidence
that the first humans to settle the Americas travelled along its Pacific Coast.
“People are in Idaho way too early to come
through an ice-free corridor,” says Davis.
“They would have been able to exit this
coastal route and go off the Columbia
River. It’s the first off-ramp.”
But Ben Potter, an archaeologist at the
University of Alaska Fairbanks, says it’s
not yet clear whether humans reached
Copper’s Ferry by way of the Pacific or
via the ice-free corridor. He questions
whether the very oldest radiocarbon dates
from the site are actually linked to human

occupation and says that more work needs
to be done to determine when humans
lived there. “Cooper’s Ferry is intriguing,
but not paradigm-shifting.”
Many archaeologists presume that migrations into the Americas were led by humans living in the now-submerged region,
known as Beringea, that bridged eastern
Siberia and Alaska. But Davis wonders
whether humans from north-eastern
Asia led the way by travelling around the
Pacific Rim. The projectile points from
Cooper’s Ferry are similar to those made
by ancient humans in Japan 13,000–16,000
years ago, he notes.
David Meltzer, an archaeologist at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas,
says the dating of Cooper’s Ferry is “rock
solid”. He just isn’t ready to accept that
its artefacts are relics of migrations from
Asia. “It’s still an open question as to what
the earliest pre-Clovis technology looked
like,” he adds.
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16,000-year-old artefacts discovered in
Idaho could be the oldest ever found on
the continent.
Projectile points and other stone tools recovered near a riverbank in Idaho suggest
that ancient humans reached the western
United States more than 16,000 years ago.
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Having a baby is probably one of the most lifechanging experiences. Most new parents find the
arrival of just one new baby an overwhelming experience. Can you imagine what it must be like being
a parent of a multiple birth? We’re not talking about
twins or even triplets but septuplets. That’s right,
seven babies on one pregnancy.
It sounds far-fetched, and the chances of the babies
even making it through the pregnancy are extremely
low, but on occasion women with the help of medical professionals and close care are able to bring
these babies to term and into the world. Often times,
fertility treatments play a role in helping women
conceive their babies so let’s take a closer look at this
story.
Herald Daily
Michal Wagner
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HEALTH
Protect yourself and others from COVID-19

You also find out more about WHO’s
recommendations for getting vaccinated
on our public advice page on COVID-19
vaccines.
What to do to keep yourself and others
safe from COVID-19
Maintain at least a 1-metre distance between yourself and others to reduce your
risk of infection when they cough, sneeze
or speak. Maintain an even greater distance between yourself and others when
indoors. The further away, the better.
Make wearing a mask a normal part of
being around other people. The appropriate use, storage and cleaning or disposal
are essential to make masks as effective as
possible.
Here are the basics of how to wear a mask:

Open a window. Increase
the amount of ‘natural
ventilation’ when indoors.
WHO has published
Q&As on ventilation and
air conditioning for both
the general public and
people who manage public
spaces and buildings.
Wear a mask (see above
for more details).

How to make your environment safer
Avoid the 3Cs: spaces that are closed,
crowded or involve close contact.
Outbreaks have been reported in restaurants, choir practices, fitness classes,
nightclubs, offices and places of worship
where people have gathered, often in
crowded indoor settings where they talk
loudly, shout, breathe heavily or sing.
The risks of getting COVID-19 are higher
in crowded and inadequately ventilated
spaces where infected people spend long
periods of time together in close proximity. These environments are where the
virus appears to spread by respiratory
droplets or aerosols more efficiently, so
taking precautions is even more important.
Meet people outside. Outdoor gatherings
are safer than indoor ones, particularly
if indoor spaces are small and without
outdoor air coming in.
For more information on how to hold
events like family gatherings, children’s
football games and family occasions, read
our Q&A on small public gatherings.
Avoid crowded or indoor settings but if
you can’t, then take precautions:

Don’t forget the basics of
good hygiene
Regularly and thoroughly clean your
hands with an alcohol-based hand rub
or wash them with soap and water. This
eliminates germs including viruses that
may be on your hands.
Avoid touching your eyes, nose and
mouth. Hands touch many surfaces and
can pick up viruses. Once contaminated,
hands can transfer the virus to your eyes,
nose or mouth. From there, the virus can
enter your body and infect you.
Cover your mouth and nose with your
bent elbow or tissue when you cough or
sneeze. Then dispose of the used tissue
immediately into a closed bin and wash
your hands. By following good ‘respiratory
hygiene’, you protect the people around
you from viruses, which cause colds, flu
and COVID-19.
Clean and disinfect surfaces frequently especially those which are regularly touched,
such as door handles, faucets and phone
screens.
What to do if you feel unwell

Know the full range of symptoms of
COVID-19. The most common symptoms
of COVID-19 are fever, dry cough, and
tiredness. Other symptoms that are less
common and may affect some patients
include loss of taste or smell, aches and
pains, headache, sore throat, nasal congestion, red eyes, diarrhoea, or a skin rash.
Stay home and self-isolate even if you have
minor symptoms such as cough, headache,
mild fever, until you recover. Call your
health care provider or hotline for advice.
Have someone bring you supplies. If you
need to leave your house or have someone
near you, wear a medical mask to avoid
infecting others.
If you have a fever, cough and difficulty
breathing, seek medical attention immediately. Call by telephone first, if you can and
follow the directions of your local health
authority.
Keep up to date on the latest information
from trusted sources, such as WHO or
your local and national health authorities.
Local and national authorities and public
health units are best placed to advise on
what people in your area should be doing
to protect themselves.

Boost yourhappiness and inner strength
Every day, we all face setbacks, distractions, frustrations, uncertainties that can
make it difficult to enjoy and maintain
genuine happiness and contentment. And
even in good times, we know that happiness can be fleeting.
Then there are also times when life throws
us a real curve ball — an illness, a loss of a
job, or a breakup in a relationship.
What are we to do? How can we find and
hold on to the peace, contentment and joy
that we crave?
Today, the health experts at Harvard
Medical School are proud to announce the
creation of the exclusive Positive Psychology Course that reveals the easy-to-apply
tools to help you enjoy enduring happiness
— not just fleeting emotional highs, but a
deeper long-term satisfaction and contentment in your life!
What’s more, you’ll be happy to know
that these same tools can have a powerful
impact on your physical health! Research
is proving that positive emotions can help
lower stress levels. And by lowering stress
levels over the years, you can help reduce
heart attack and stroke and other conditions.
Step-by-step, this powerful online course

reveals a variety of research-proven techniques and exactly how to put them into
practice. For example, you’ll discover how
to...
Get into the happiness “flow” — that happy zone where you’re super engaged and
absorbed...where time flies happily by...and
where toxic thoughts are banished from
your mind. You’ll discover effective ways
to cultivate that happy flow and transform
“have to” tasks into “want to” pleasures.
Identify and build on your personal happiness-boosting inner strengths and make
them even stronger. These eye-opening
strategies can help you feel more energetic
and perform better. In fact, a recent study
showed that people who identified their
key strength and used it in a new way each
week significantly increased happiness and
reduced depression.
Magnify the happiness impact of gratitude.
Discover the powerful gratitude secrets
to help you better deal with adversity and
build strong relationships with friends
and family. You’ll see how to develop an
attitude of gratitude of your past and present plus a spirit of unbridled optimism for
your future.

Enhance your ability to
recognize and celebrate the
simple pleasures in your day
as they occur — plus how
to shape abundant pleasures
in your future! You’ll also
discover the #1 roadblock to
savoring life’s pleasures and
how to avoid it at all costs.
Change the brain’s way it
deals with stress with “mindfulness,” a powerful, easyto-learn technique to help
relieve anxiety or depression.
Find out how focusing your attention on
the present moment has been found to
be the key element to happiness and a
healthier mind and body.
Engaging audiovisual presentations help
you learn about these techniques. Quickreference charts and tables distill and
clarify these tools. Penetrating quizzes and
surveys help pinpoint where you can best
focus your efforts. Easy application exercises help you put these tools into practice.
And handy reference tools help you go
deeper in your quest for long-term peace
and happiness.

Armed with the practical tools and
strategies revealed in the Positive Psychology Course — you’ll be well-equipped
to boost your long-term happiness and
inner strength and say a defiant “NO” to
circumstances that might otherwise drag
you down.
Click here and discover more of the specific ways Positive Psychology techniques
can make huge difference in your life and
the lives of others. Then, see how you can
get started TODAY with our exclusive
savings offer.
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Clean your hands before you put your
mask on, as well as before and after you
take it off, and after you touch it at any
time.
Make sure it covers both your nose,
mouth and chin.
When you take off a mask, store it in a
clean plastic bag, and every day either
wash it if it’s a fabric mask, or dispose of a
medical mask in a trash bin.
Don’t use masks with valves.

For specifics on what type of mask to wear
and when, read our Q&A and watch our
videos. There is also a Q&A focused on
masks and children.
Find out more about the science of how
COVID-19 infects people and our bodies
react by watching or reading this interview.
For specific advice for decision makers,
see WHO’s technical guidance.
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If COVID-19 is spreading in your community, stay safe by taking some simple
precautions, such as physical distancing, wearing a mask, keeping rooms well
ventilated, avoiding crowds, cleaning your
hands, and coughing into a bent elbow or
tissue. Check local advice where you live
and work. Do it all!
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RECIPES

Qabooli Biryani
Ingredients

Ingredients For
Cooking The Rice

▢2 cups basmati rice
▢4 cups water
▢½ teaspoon salt or add as required
Ingredients For Making The Dal
Gravy
▢2 medium sized onions, finely
sliced
▢paste made from 4 to 5 garlic &
½ inch ginger in a mortar-pestle
▢¼ teaspoon turmeric powder
▢¾ teaspoon red chili powder

In a pan add the basmati rice with
salt plus water and cook covered
till the rice is about 3/4 cooked.
It should be just cooked and not
mushy.
Heat oil and add the sliced onions.
Brown the onions.

now keeping the flame on low add in
roasted maida.
stir continuously, till the maida gets
combined well without any lumps.
add in ¼ tsp cardamom powder and
mix well.
cook the maida mixture till it forms a
flowing consistency batter.
divide the maida mixture into 3 equal
parts for making 3 layers.
also mix 2 drop orange food colour
(red + yellow) and 2 drop of green
food colour in each.
spread the orange layer and flatten
with a cup.
further spread plain maida layer followed by green layer and flatten with
a cup.
allow to rest for 1 minutes or till it sets
completely.
now reverse and cut into square
pieces.
finally, serve tiranga burfi - maida
burfi or store in a airtight container
and enjoy for a week.
notes:
firstly, roast the maida in hot ghee on

low flame till they aromatic. do not over roast as
they might taste bitter.
also add few chopped nuts
to make instant maida
burfi more healthy.
additionally, adding
colour to burfi is optional,
however to make tiranga
burfi i have added few
drops of food colour.
finally, tiranga burfi – maida burfi is

Instructions
Cooking Chana Dal

Firstly soak the chana dal in
enough water for 1 hour. Drain.
In a pan, heat the 1&1/2 cups water. Add salt.
When the water comes to a boil,
add the chana dal and turmeric
powder.
Stir & cook in an open pan on low
or medium flame till the chana
dal gets cooked but not mushy. It
should be just cooked but not soft.
I check the doneness by pressing
the chana dal between the thumb
& the index finger and if it smashes easily, the dal is cooked.
You can also taste the dal and
check if its cooked. Strain and
keep the cooked dal aside.
Making Qabooli Biryani Gravy
Soak the basmati rice in 4 cups
water for 30 minutes.

rice again.
Top the rice layer with the remaining mint, coriander, green chilies,
fried onions & saffron along water
or milk.
Cooking Qabooli Biryani
If using a pan, cover with a tight
lid. The steam should not escape
from the sides.
You can even seal the edges of the
lid with wheat flour dough.
Keep on low flame and cook the
biryani on dum for 25-30 minutes.
In order to avoid the bottom of the
biryani from burning, you can also
keep the pan on a hot tava or frying
pan on a lower flame and cook the
biryani.
If using a pyrex bowl, then cover it
with an aluminium foil.
Place it in a preheated oven at 180
degrees c for 20-25 minutes.
Serve qabooli biryani hot or warm
with a side salad or raita.
By Dassana Amit

Maida burfi recipe

INGREDIENTS

½ cup ghee / clarified butter
▢1 cup maida / plain flour / refined
flour / all purpose flour
▢2 cup sugar
▢1 cup water
▢¼ tsp cardamom powder / elachi
powder
▢2 drop orange food colour (red +
yellow)
▢2 drop green food colour
INSTRUCTIONS
firstly, in a wide pan heat ½ cup ghee.
once the ghee is hot add in 1 cup
maida.
keeping the flame on low.
roast maida till it turns aromatic. approx. 2 minutes. keep aside.
in another kadai take 2 cup sugar and
1 cup water.
stir well and dissolve sugar.
also get the sugar syrup to boil keeping
the flame on medium.
boil the sugar syrup till one string
consistency has reached.

prepared with 1 string sugar consistency
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▢¾ teaspoon Garam Masala Powder
1 cup cashew yogurt or dairy
yogurt
▢3 to 4 tablespoons oil, you can
also use ghee instead of oil
▢salt as required
Ingredients For Layering Qabooli
Biryani
▢⅓ cup coriander leaves
▢⅓ cup mint leaves

When you see the
onions are getting
golden browned, quickly
remove 1/2 of the
browned onions with a
slotted spoon and keep
aside. This half of the
onions will be used for
layering the biryani.
Add ginger-garlic paste
and saute for 1 minute.
Add the yogurt slowly and stir.
Add the turmeric, red chili, garam
masala powder and salt.
Stir and cook for 2-3 minutes
Add the cooked chana dal and
again stir and cook for 2-3 minutes.
Keep the chana dal gravy aside.
Layering Qabooli Biryani
In a large pan or an oven proof
pyrex bowl, first make a layer of the
chana dal gravy.
Add some of the chopped mint,
coriander, green chilies and fried
onions.
Make another layer of half of the
cooked rice.
Top the rice layer with some mint,
coriander, green chilies, fried onions & saffron along water or milk
Prepare a third layer of the dal
gravy again.
Top the dal gravy again with the
mint, coriander, green chilies and
fried onions
The last and fourth layer is of the
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Ingredients For Cooking Chana
Dal
▢½ cup chana dal (husked and
split bengal gram)
▢¼ teaspoon turmeric powder
▢½ teaspoon salt
▢1.5 cups water

▢¼ teaspoon saffron dissolved in 2
tablespoons warm water or milk
▢1 to 2 green chilies , chopped
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Important Recall Info That MAY Affect
Your Vehicle
Manufacturer : Spartan Fire, LLC
Subject :
Incorrect Electrical
Connection on Pump Harness
Make Model Model Years
SPARTAN FIRE S180 PUMPER 20192021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V462
Manufacturer : Daimler Trucks North
America, LLC
Subject :
Incorrect Passenger
Seat Configuration/FMVSS 222
Make Model Model Years
THOMAS BUILT BUSES
SAFT-LINER HDX 2018-2022
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V463
Manufacturer : Trailstar International
Inc
Subject :
Steering Arm May
Detach
Make Model Model Years
TRAILSTAR DUMP TRAILER
2017-2019
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V464
Manufacturer : Altec Industries, Inc.
Subject :
Incorrect Bolts Installed on Aerial Pedestal
Make Model Model Years
ALTEC AERIAL DEVICE
20202021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V467
Manufacturer : Porsche Cars North
America, Inc.
Subject :
Incorrect Passenger
Seat May Affect Air Bag
Make Model Model Years
PORSCHE
911
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V468
Manufacturer : Alexander Dennis
Inc.
Subject :
High Pressure Fuel
Rail Assembly May Leak Fuel
Make Model Model Years
ALEXANDER DENNIS E500 20172020
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V470
Manufacturer : Volkswagen Group of
America, Inc.
Subject :
Air Bag Inflators May
Underinflate Bag
Make Model Model Years
AUDI A4
2000-2002
AUDI S4
2000-2002
AUDI TT
2000-2001
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V471
Manufacturer : Nissan North America, Inc.
Subject :
Front Turn Signal
Bulbs Can Fail To Illuminate
Make Model Model Years
NISSAN
TITAN 2020-2021
NISSAN
TITAN XD
2020-

2021
NISSAN
VERSA 2020-2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V472
Manufacturer : General Motors, LLC
Subject :
Front Air Bag May
Not Deploy Properly
Make Model Model Years
BUICK ENCLAVE
2021
CHEVROLET TRAVERSE
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V473
Manufacturer : General Motors, LLC
Subject :
Rear Suspension Toe
Link May Loosen and Separate
Make Model Model Years
CADILLAC
SRX
2010-2016
SAAB 9-4X 2011-2012
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V474
Manufacturer : Nissan North America, Inc.
Subject :
Second Row Seatback
Improperly Welded/FMVSS 225
Make Model Model Years
NISSAN
ROGUE
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V479
Manufacturer : SVI Trucks
Subject :
High Pressure Fuel
Rail Assembly May Leak Fuel
Make Model Model Years
SVI TRUCKS RESCUE TRUCK
2017-2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V480
Manufacturer : Winnebago Industries, Inc.
Subject :
Seat Belt Retractor
May Lock/FMVSS 208 and 209
Make Model Model Years
WINNEBAGO EKKO 2021-2022
WINNEBAGO SOLIS 2021-2022
WINNEBAGO TRAVATO
20212022
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V481
Manufacturer : Daimler Trucks North
America, LLC
Subject :
Battery Cable May
Break and Cause Engine Stall
Make Model Model Years
FREIGHTLINER
CASCADIA
2019-2022
WESTERN STAR
49X
20212022
WESTERN STAR
WH126 2021
WESTERN STAR
WJ121 2020
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V486
Manufacturer : Porsche Cars North
America, Inc.
Subject :
Software Error Can
Cause Loss of Motive Power
Make Model Model Years
PORSCHE
TAYCAN
20202021
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Make Model Model Years
VOLKSWAGEN
JETTA 20202021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V493
Manufacturer : Porsche Cars North
America, Inc.
Subject :
Steering Column Can
Detach
Make Model Model Years
PORSCHE
CAYENNE
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V494
Manufacturer : Mazda North American Operations
Subject :
Air Bag Cover Emblem May Shatter
Make Model Model Years
MAZDA
MAZDA3
20042007
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V496
Manufacturer : General Motors, LLC
Subject :
Short Circuit In Engine Block Heater Cable
Make Model Model Years
CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500
2017-2019
CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500
2017-2019
GMC SIERRA 2500 2017-2019
GMC SIERRA 3500 2017-2019
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V504
Manufacturer : General Motors, LLC
Subject :
Roof Rail Air Bag
Inflator May Rupture
Make Model Model Years
CHEVROLET SILVERADO 1500
2015-2016
CHEVROLET SILVERADO 2500
2015-2016
CHEVROLET SILVERADO 3500
2015-2016
GMC SIERRA 1500 2015-2016
GMC SIERRA 2500 2015-2016
GMC SIERRA 3500 2015-2016
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V511
Manufacturer : Northwood Manufacturing, Inc.
Subject :
Stove Saddle Valves
may Leak Gas
Make Model Model Years
NORTHWOOD
ARCTIC
FOX 2019
NORTHWOOD
NASH 2019
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V456
Manufacturer : Terex Advance Mixer,
Inc.
Subject :
Unintentional Chute
Movement
Make Model Model Years
TEREX ADVANCE
FRONT DISCHARGE MIXER
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V459
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NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V469
Manufacturer : Daimler Coaches
North America
Subject :
Engine Compartment
Flap May Detach
Make Model Model Years
SETRA S407 2012-2019
SETRA S417 2009-2020
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V476
Manufacturer : Mack Trucks, Inc.
Subject :
Lower Rear Pivot Cap
Screws may be too Short
Make Model Model Years
MACK GRANITE (GU)
20202021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V477
Manufacturer : Roadtrek Inc.
Subject :
Missing Carbon
Monoxide Detector
Make Model Model Years
ROADTREK PLAY 2020-2021
ROADTREK SLUMBER
20202021
ROADTREK ZION 2020-2021
ROADTREK ZION SRT
20202021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V478
Manufacturer : Mercedes-Benz USA,
LLC
Subject :
Driveshaft May Separate
Make Model Model Years
MERCEDES-BENZ
AMG GT
2016-2018
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V482
Manufacturer : Oshkosh Corporation
Subject :
Incorrect ABS Fuses
Installed
Make Model Model Years
OSHKOSH
S-SERIES
20192022
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V490
Manufacturer : VanLeigh RV
Subject :
Rear Ladder Interferes With Emergency Exit
Make Model Model Years
VANLEIGH
BEACON
20212022
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V491
Manufacturer : Heartland Recreational Vehicles, LLC
Subject :
Incorrect GVWR on
Certification Label/FMVSS 120
Make Model Model Years
HEARTLAND PIONEER
2021
NHTSA Recall ID Number :
21V492
Manufacturer : Volkswagen Group of
America, Inc.
Subject :
Air Bags Can Improperly Deploy
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AUGUST 2021 Monthly Horoscope

Aries (Mar. 21 –
Apr.19) “We have met the enemy

----------------------------------------------

Taurus (Apr. 20 –
May 20) Prepare the ground

in August 2021, Taurus. This especially
long transit gives you the opportunity
to effectively work toward establishing
stronger roots that will productively bears
fruit in the future, Use the best of your
Taurus nature–work slowly, methodically and thoroughly. This is an excellent
time to strengthen your body by applying
your Taurus determination. In a potent
metaphor for Taurus, tend your garden!
Clear your ground of rocks and self-imposed obstacles. Engage in training that
advances your knowledge or position. Lift
weights. Become strong like the bull you
are.

be delayed. It is a time of perseverance
but ultimately leads to great potential for
reward. Indeed your long effort pays off.
Sweep clear the rubble of failed dreams
and difficult relationships. Banish selflimiting, negative thought. Use this time
to strength your body–the more confidence you have in the strength of your
body, the more confidence you have in
the strength of your spirit.

--------------------------------------------

Virgo (Aug. 23 – Sept.
22) You are inclined to sloppy or care-

are spinning this month. This may play
havoc with your plans. This three-week
time period demands that you be flexible
and use your inventive mind to create
“work-arounds.” Stop and consciously
take deep breaths if the delays and screwups start to get on your nerves; shallow
breathing keeps you anxious. Stay away
from caffeine if you wish to be calmer.
Be sure to back up important documents
and e-mails, since Mercury as Trickster
loves to set you back by erasing crucial
files. Practice patience. Keep your sense
of humor.

--------------------

------------------------

---------

Libra (Sept. 23 – Oct.
22) What a rare opportunity to

consciously open your life to greater
love, harmony and relationship. Wish in
August 2021 for what your heart most desires. The intensity of your effort times the
duration of your effort equals the force of
your effort. Pull your future toward you
with this magical aspect. Seed your imagination with specific visions for the future.
Use creative visualization techniques
by which you may see yourself in your
dream scenario in the fullest detail. Take
advantage of this rare and truly magical
influence.

priate image for Cancer. There are no
more than two planets in water signs all
month. You may feel like you are dying
of emotional thirst with little connection to those who matter most. It may be
hard for you to find an audience open to
listening to your feelings. Others seem
distant, distracted or insensitive. Consciously elicit the element of water. Swim.
Bath. Drink plenty of water. Relieve your

Capricorn (Dec. 22
– Jan. 19) The August 2021

horoscope, gives you the ability to do
difficult or exacting work. Your ability to
control your energy helps you successfully concentrate your effort. No glamour
now but the satisfaction of doing excellent
work may be all you need. Promotion is
possible if you have worked diligently for
it. Do physical or intellectual work that
demands careful attention or perseverance. Craft in wood, metal or stone. Sell
yourself by promoting your experience,
expertise and responsible attitude. Start a
weight loss, muscle building or strengthening regime, as it is easier for you to stay
disciplined now.

------------------------------

--------------

Cancer (Jun. 21 – Jul.
22) The parched earth is an appro-

ment, elevates your mind and lifts you up
from the depths to the heights. This is the
“wish-fulfilling transit” and a time to seed
future visions and to harmonize relationships with those close to you as well as
see the unity of the collective. Glimpses of
your future are possible. Astrology, tarot
or palmistry readings may be uncannily
accurate. Get your chart done now by a
competent professional astrologer. The
chances are good that a consultation will
be extremely helpful and affirming. If you
are part of a spiritual lineage or want to
be, this is the time to ask teachers, mentors and guides for spiritual initiations or
to be taught mystical techniques. Use this
golden opportunity.

----------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------

Gemini (May 21 –
June 20) You may feel that you

Sagittarius (Nov. 22
– Dec. 21) The planetary move-

----------------------------------------------

Scorpio (Oct. 23 –
Nov. 21) No favor goes un-

punished. You may be emotionally
blindsided by someone you’ve just
done a favor for. Your offer to help
may be misinterpreted or backfire.
This is especially primed to happen
with those you feel competitive

--

Aquarius (Jan. 20 –
Feb. 18) Aquarius approaches one
of the two most significant full moons
of the year. August’s full moon is on the
22th and is on the Leo/Aquarius axis.
This means your creative effort peaks in
some way mid-month–especially with
any project that involves others. This is
a natural time for a creative culmination
that can showcase your unique personal
and artistic contribution. Your leadership
and effort serve the group. Find a way to

------------------------------------------

Pisces (Feb. 19 –
Mar. 20) Beware the gift of the

Trojan horse, Pisces. You may be drawn
into questionable situations by those who
do not have your best interests at heart.
Use your common sense and avoid situations that do not feel right. Being disappointed in someone is a distinct possibility Heighten your bullshit detector. Be
skeptical of new people as they may not
be as they first appear. Retreat from those
known for deception. Especially watch
your drinking and driving.

---------------------------------------------

INTERNATIONAL PAGES

less thinking. Or you may think something through only to draw an erroneous
conclusion. Wait until after August 16
to boldly declare your opinions. New
information may come forward to have
you contradicting yourself by mid month.
Think before you speak. Be mindful of
what you say in a public forum; it is easy
to be misunderstood now. Use discrimination. If you think you shouldn’t say it,
don’t. Avoid gossip as it may come back to
haunt you.

--------------------------------------

spotlight your good works. Make presentations that highlight the role you have
played. Brainstorm with others as your
ideas may be seen as brilliant.
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and they are us.” This is likely to be your
experience especially the last half of
the month, Aries . You are rather thinskinned, more reactive for unknown
reasons, irritable and defensive.
Recognize you will take things personally
now. Give others the benefit of the doubt.
Six words may be all you need–don’t attack, don’t defend, don’t withdraw. And
don’t mix drinking and driving, as there
is a heightened possibility of unnecessary
accidents.

with. They may feel you are trying to take control and hog all the
glory. Are you? Check your motives before offering assistance as
ulterior motives will be confronted
or stopped short. Come from an
unselfish place. Be prepared to let
-----------------------------go of resentments you might suffer
Leo (Jul. 23 – Aug. 22) as a consequence to your genuine
Leo’s have begun their heavy lifting. This
desire to help.
means the success of your efforts may
psyche by distancing yourself from those
with hardened, cold, pessimistic attitudes.
Take care of your own emotional needs by
nurturing your inner child.
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Independence Day (India)

Independence Day is observed throughout India with flag-hoisting ceremonies,
parades and cultural events. It is a national
holiday.
History
Main article: Indian independence movement
European traders had established outposts
in the Indian subcontinent by the 17th
century. Through overwhelming military strength, the East India Company
fought and annexed local kingdoms and
established themselves as the dominant
force by the 18th century. Following the
Indian Rebellion of 1857, the Government
of India Act 1858 led the British Crown
to assume direct control of India. In the
decades following, civic society gradually
emerged across India, most notably the
Indian National Congress Party, formed in
1885123 The period after World War I was
marked by colonial reforms such as the
Montagu–Chelmsford Reforms, but it also
witnessed the enactment of the unpopular Rowlatt Act and calls for self-rule by
Indian activists. The discontent of this
period crystallised into nationwide nonviolent movements of non-cooperation
and civil disobedience, led by Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi167
During the 1930s, the reform was gradually legislated by the British; Congress
won victories in the resulting elections.:195–197 The next decade was beset
with political turmoil: Indian participation
in World War II, the Congress’ final push

Independence Day before Independence
At the 1929 Lahore session of the Indian
National Congress, the Purna Swaraj
declaration, or “Declaration of the Independence of India” was promulgated,and
26 January 1930 was declared as Independence Day at that time The Congress
called on people to pledge themselves to
civil disobedience and “to carry out the
Congress instructions issued from time
to time” until India attained complete
independence Celebration of such an Independence Day was envisioned to stoke
nationalistic fervour among Indian citizens, and to force the British government
to consider granting independence19
The Congress observed 26 January as
the Independence Day between 1930
and 1946.The celebration was marked by
meetings where the attendants took the
“pledge of independence”.:19–20 Jawaharlal Nehru described in his autobiography
that such meetings were peaceful, solemn,
and “without any speeches or exhortation”.Gandhi envisaged that besides the
meetings, the day would be spent “ ... in
doing some constructive work, whether
it is spinning, or service of ‘untouchables,’
or reunion of Hindus and Mussalmans,
or prohibition work, or even all these
together”Following actual independence
in 1947, the Constitution of India came
into effect on and from 26 January 1950;
since then 26 January is celebrated as
Republic Day.
Immediate background
In 1946, the Labour government in
Britain, its exchequer exhausted by the
recently concluded World War II, realised
that it had neither the mandate at home,
the international support nor the reliability of native forces for continuing to
maintain control in an increasingly restless India.203On 20 February 1947, Prime
Minister Clement Attlee announced that
the British government would grant full
self-governance to British India by June
1948 at the latest.The new viceroy, Lord
Mountbatten, advanced the date for the
transfer of power, believing the continuous contention between the Congress
and the Muslim League might lead to a
collapse of the interim government.He
chose the second anniversary of Japan’s
surrender in World War II, 15 August, as
the date of power transfer.The British government announced on 3 June 1947 that
it had accepted the idea of partitioning
British India into two states;the successor
governments would be given dominion
status and would have an implicit right to
secede from the British Commonwealth.
The Indian Independence Act 1947 (10 &
11 Geo 6 c. 30) of the Parliament of the
United Kingdom partitioned British India
into the two new independent dominions
of India and Pakistan (including what
is now Bangladesh) with effect from 15

August 1947, and granted
complete legislative authority upon the respective constituent assemblies of the new countries.
The Act received royal
assent on 18 July 1947.
Partition and independence
Millions of Muslim,
Sikh and Hindu refugees
trekked the newly drawn
borders in the months surrounding independence In Punjab, where the borders
divided the Sikh regions in halves, massive
bloodshed followed; in Bengal and Bihar,
where Mahatma Gandhi’s presence assuaged communal tempers, the violence
was mitigated. In all, between 250,000 and
1,000,000 people on both sides of the new
borders died in the violence.While the
entire nation was celebrating the Independence Day, Gandhi stayed in Calcutta
in an attempt to stem the carnage.On 14
August 1947, the Independence Day of
Pakistan, the new Dominion of Pakistan
came into being; Muhammad Ali Jinnah
was sworn in as its first Governor General
in Karachi.
The Constituent Assembly of India met
for its fifth session at 11 pm on 14 August
in the Constitution Hall in New Delhi.
The session was chaired by the president
Rajendra Prasad. In this session, Jawaharlal Nehru delivered the Tryst with Destiny
speech proclaiming India’s independence.
Long years ago we made a tryst with
destiny, and now the time comes when
we shall redeem our pledge, not wholly
or in full measure, but very substantially.
At the stroke of the midnight hour, when
the world sleeps, India will awake to life
and freedom. A moment comes, which
comes but rarely in history when we step
out from the old to the new when an age
ends, and when the soul of a nation, long
suppressed, finds utterance. It is fitting
that at this solemn moment, we take the
pledge of dedication to the service of India
and her people and to the still larger cause
of humanity.
— Tryst with Destiny speech, Jawaharlal
Nehru, 15 August 1947
The members of the Assembly formally
took the pledge of being in the service of
the country. A group of women, representing the women of India, formally presented the national flag to the assembly.
The Dominion of India became an independent country as official ceremonies
took place in New Delhi. Nehru assumed
office as the first prime minister, and the
viceroy, Lord Mountbatten, continued as
its first governor general.:6 Gandhi’s name
was invoked by crowds celebrating the
occasion; Gandhi himself however took
no part in the official events. Instead, he
marked the day with a 24-hour fast, during which he spoke to a crowd in Calcutta,
encouraging peace between Hindus and
Muslims.Celebration
Independence Day, one of the three
National holidays in India (the other two

being the Republic Day on 26 January and
Mahatma Gandhi’s birthday on 2 October), is observed in all Indian states and
union territories. On the eve of Independence Day, the President of India delivers
the “Address to the Nation”. On 15 August,
the Prime Minister hoists the Indian
flag on the ramparts of the historical site
of Red Fort in Delhi. Twenty-one gun
shots are fired in honour of the solemn
occasion.[26] In his speech, the Prime
Minister highlights the past year’s achievements, raises important issues and calls
for further development. He pays tribute
to the leaders of the Indian independence
movement. The Indian national anthem,
“Jana Gana Mana”, is sung. The speech is
followed by a march past of divisions of
the Indian Armed Forces and paramilitary
forces. Parades and pageants showcase
scenes from the independence struggle
and India’s diverse cultural traditions.
Similar events take place in state capitals
where the Chief Ministers of individual
states unfurl the national flag, followed by
parades and pageants28] Until 1973, the
Governor of the State hoisted the National
Flag at the State capital. In February 1974,
the Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, M.
Karunanidhi took up the issue with then
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi that the
Chief Ministers, like the Prime Minister,
should be allowed to hoist the national
flag on Independence Day. Since 1974,
Chief Ministers of the respective states
have been allowed to hoist the national
flag on Independence Day
Flag hoisting ceremonies and cultural
programmes take place in governmental and non-governmental institutions
throughout the country Schools and
colleges conduct flag hoisting ceremonies
and cultural events. Major government
buildings are often adorned with strings
of lights In Delhi and some other cities,
kite flying adds to the occasion.National
flags of different sizes are used abundantly
to symbolise allegiance to the country.
Citizens adorn their clothing, wristbands,
cars, household accessories with replicas
of the tri-colour.Over a period of time,
the celebration has changed emphasis
from nationalism to a broader celebration
of all things India.The Indian diaspora
celebrates Independence Day around the
world with parades and pageants, particularly in regions with higher concentrations
of Indian immigrants.In some locations,
such as New York and other US cities, 15
August has become “India Day” among
the diaspora and the local populace. Pageants celebrate “India Day” either on 15
August or an adjoining weekend day
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Independence coincided with the partition of India, in which British India was
divided along religious lines into the Dominions of India and Pakistan; the partition was accompanied by violent riots and
mass casualties, and the displacement of
nearly 15 million people due to religious
violence. On 15 August 1947, the first
Prime Minister of India, Jawaharlal Nehru
raised the Indian national flag above the
Lahori Gate of the Red Fort in Delhi. On
each subsequent Independence Day, the
incumbent Prime Minister customarily
raises the flag and gives an address to the
nationThe entire event is broadcast by
Doordarshan, India’s national broadcaster,
and usually begins with the shehnai music
of Ustad Bismillah Khan.

for non-cooperation, and an upsurge of
Muslim nationalism led by the All-India
Muslim League. The escalating political
tension was capped by Independence in
1947. The jubilation was tempered by the
bloody partition of the subcontinent into
India and Pakistan.:203
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Independence Day is celebrated annually on 15 August as a national holiday in
India commemorating the nation’s independence from the United Kingdom on 15
August 1947, the day when the provisions
of the 1947 Indian Independence Act,
which transferred legislative sovereignty
to the Indian Constituent Assembly, came
into effect. India retained King George
VI as head of state until its transition to
a full republic, when the nation adopted
the Constitution of India on 26 January 1950 (celebrated as Indian Republic
Day) and replaced the dominion prefix,
Dominion of India, with the enactment of
the sovereign law Constitution of India.
India attained independence following the
Independence Movement noted for largely
non-violent resistance and civil disobedience.
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2021 Shravana Purnima
The festival of Kajari Purnima is majorly
celebrated in the states of Uttar Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh. All
the preparations begin from the 9th day
of Shravan Amavasya. Women also rejoice
in the festival by singing the folk songs
and narrating the story of Kajari Purnima
Vrat. This fast is performed by mothers for
the prosperity and longevity of the sons.

Celebration Of Kajari Purnima
Kajari Purnima is also celebrated on this
day in few provinces. While performing
this festival, Hindu women sow barley in
the pots filled up with soil and leaves of
trees. The women put these pots on their
head and drop them into the nearest water
body. They worship Goddess Bhagwati,
sow wheat and pray to have good crop and
harvest.

End of Amarnath Yatra
As per the Pranas, on the eve of Guru
Purnima, the sacred Amarnath Yatra
begins and it concludes on the Shravan
Purnima. All the ‘Kanwariyas’ worship
Lord Shiva by offering water on Shivling
and successfully end their journeys on this
day.

Nariyal or Narali Purnima
Nariyal Purnima is another festival that
is primarily observed in the coastal
provinces of India on this day. Devotees
worship the sea and visit the coast. They
perform a puja to worship Varuna, the
God who controls the water. It is believed
that people who worship Lord Varuna are
relieved from any kind of danger from
the sea or water bodies. On this holy day,
a Nariyal (Coconut) is also offered to the
sea with much faith.

Pavitropana
It is a Gujarati festival which is celebrated

on the Shravana Purnima. As
per the legends, high believers
of religion and the devotees
offer water to the Shiva Lingams as well as chant prayers
for seeking the blessings of
Lord Shiva. The observers
bestowed with good fortune
and get absolved of all their
past sins.
Apart from Rakhi, Shravana
Purnima also holds much significance for people belonging to several
cultures. Shravana is one of the holiest
Hindu months and a full moon night of
this month is bound to have immense
religious and spiritual significance.
Also Read: Why do we celebrate Gayatri
Jayanti on Shravan Poornima?
Poornima fasting throughout the year
According to the Hindu calendar which
starts from Chaitra month (March-April),
the full moon that falls throughout the
year is as follows: S.N.
Hindu Month
Purnima Vrat
Name Purnima Other Names or Same
Day Festivals
1
Chaitra Chaitra Purnima Hanuman Jayanti
2
Vaishakha
Vaishakha

Purnima Buddha Purnima, Kurma Jayanti
3
Jyeshtha Jyeshtha Purnima Vat
Purnima Vrat
4
Ashadha Ashadha Purnima
Guru Purnima, Vyasa Puja
5
Shravana
Shravana
Purnima Raksha Bandhan, Gayatri Jayanti
6
Bhadrapada
Bhadrapada
Purnima Purnima Shraddha, Pitrupaksha
Begin
7
Ashwin Ashwin Purnima Sharad Purnima, Kojagara Puja
8
Kartika Kartika Purnima Dev
Diwali
9
Margashirsha
Margashirsha
Purnima Dattatreya Jayanti
10
Paush Paush Purnima
Shakambhari Purnima
11
Magha Magha Purnima Guru
Ravidas Jayanti
12
Phalguna
Phalguna
Purnima Holika Dahan, Vasanta Purnima

Raksha Bandhan, also abbreviated to
Rakhi, is the Hindu festival that celebrates brotherhood and love. It is celebrated on the full moon in the month
of Sravana in the lunar calendar.
The word Raksha means protection,
whilst Bandhan is the verb to tie.
Traditionally, during the festival sisters
tie a rakhi, a bracelet made of interwoven red and gold threads, around
their brothers’ wrists to celebrate their
relationship.
Today the festival has developed with
others joining in the festivities:
Priests tie rakhis around the wrists of
congregation members.
Rakhis are often shared between close
friends.
Women tie rakhis around the wrists of
the prime minister.
Rakhis are tied around the wrists of
soldiers.
Meaning of the rakhi
It is believed that when a woman ties
a rakhi around the hand of a man it
becomes obligatory for him to honour
his religious duty and protect her.
Traditional stories state that rakhis
are blessed with sacred verses and are
encompassed by them.
Sometimes rakhis are consecrated in
rice and grass before they are given,

and they are traditionally tied by
people familiar with the Vedas.
Following these customs the rakhi is
believed to remove sin from one hand
and provide safety to the other. The
protection offered by a rakhi is believed to remain for a year.
Customs and practices
As the rakhi is tied, a prayer is offered
asking for happiness and prosperity.
Today rakhis are often decorated with
multi-coloured silk thread, and often
adorned with stones and beads.
Once the rakhi has been tied a mantra
is chanted either in Sanskrit or Punjabi.
At the end of the ceremony the sister
places a sweet in her mouth. Following this her brother gives her a small
monetary gift of appreciation.
This festival has evolved over the years
to encompass the importance of many
people in Hindu society, yet foremost
it continues to honour and uphold
the relationship between a sister and
brother.
It is a significant festival in the Hindu
calendar, followed eight days later by
Janamashtami.
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Raksha Bandhan (Rakhi)
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Importance of Shravana Purnima
Shravana Purnima is famous for Raksha
Bandhan but there are several other significant aspects which are associated with the
Shravan Purnima. There are various other
festivals and rituals which are performed
on the full moon day of Shravana.
Significance of Shravana Purnima Vrat
Shravana Purnima is regarded as a highly
auspicious day in Hindu culture. The
various rituals which are performed on
Shravana Purnima possess immense
significance. The rituals of ‘Upnayan’ and
‘Yagyopaveet’ are observed on this day.
Brahmins also observe ‘Shudhikaran’
ritual on Shravana Purnima as it is considered as one of the most sacred day for
performing religious rituals. The devotees
perform special worship of Lord Shiva on
this holy day. There are various reasons
which make this day so important among
Hindus which include :
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Salman Khan Apologises to Athiya Shetty,
Suniel Shetty Has Sweetest Response

Actor Salman Khan has a very nice bond
with Suniel Shetty and his family, including his daughter Athiya Shetty. In fact,
Salman produced her debut film Hero,
which also starred Sooraj Pancholi.
However, recently Salman apologised to
Athiya for a very sweet reason. Salman
recently appeared in his brother Arbaaz
Khan’s talk show Pinch season 2. During
a segment, Arbaaz asked Salman to guess
which actress out of Katrina Kaif, Athiya
Shetty and Sangeeta Bijlani he did not follow on Instagram. While Salman guessed
Sangeeta, the correct answer was Athiya.
In a sweet gesture, Salman apologised to

Athiya for not following her on Instagram.
He also promised to rectify the mistake
and follow her back. Now, Athiya’s father,
Suniel Shetty has reacted to gesture. Suniel
was all praise for Salman for apologising
to Athiya.
Talking to Etimes, Suniel said, “Whatever
he does he does from his heart. When he
said sorry to Athiya on screen, it is the
cutest thing to happen. They have a beautiful relationship. As for me, I cherish my
relationship with him. And, it takes a man
to say sorry. Fantastic!”

Meanwhile, Athiya is currently in London with her
brother Ahaan Shetty. It has
been speculated that she is
accompanying cricketer and
rumoured boyfriend KL
Rahul during the World Test
Championship. On the work
front, Athiya was last seen in
the comedy film Motichoor
Chaknachoor, along with Nawazuddin
Siddiqui.
On the other hand, Salman was last seen
in Radhe: Your Most Wanted Bhai with

Disha Patani. He also has Antim: The Final
Truth, Kabhi Eid Kabhi Diwali and Tiger 3
in the pipeline.
Entertainment Bureau
Yahoo Life

New Delhi [India], July 25 (ANI): In an
ultimate tribute to Captain Vikram Batra
(PVC) and the Indian Armed Forces,
Amazon Prime Video launched the trailer
of ‘Shershaah’ at the Kargil Vijay Divas
celebrations in Kargil on Sunday.
The annual celebrations held to honour
the heroes of the Kargil War served as
the ideal stage to unveil the trailer of the
film and was attended by actors Sidharth
Malhotra, Kiara Advani, Director Vishu
Varadhan, Producers Karan Johar and
Apoorva Mehta and Vijay Subramaniam,
Director and Head, Content, Amazon
Prime Video.

Maange More’.
Siddharth will be seen essaying the role
of Captain Vikram Batra. In the nearly
three-minute-long trailer, viewers will get
to see a glimpse of some re-created footage
of the Kargil war.
The intriguing trailer promises powerful
performances by all the actors, enthralling
dialogues, captivating visuals, and an engaging story. From powerful background
music that complements the pace of the
trailer to some intense performances, the
trailer features it all, making it safe to say
that fans are in for a visual treat.

Jointly produced by Dharma Productions
and Kaash Entertainment, the muchawaited war drama is a doting tribute to
the courage and valor of the Kargil war
hero, Captain Vikram Batra (PVC).

And if you are a true patriot, you are
sure to get emotional at the point when
Sidharth in the trailer says, “Either I’ll host
the flag and return...or I’ll return wrapped.
But I’ll come for sure!”

Packed with powerful performances and
some grand visuals, the movie based on
Param Vir Chakra awardee Vikram Batra,
is undoubtedly going to leave its audience
high on patriotism and chant ‘Yeh Dil

Brimming with excitement on portraying
a real-life hero, lead actor Sidharth spoke
on the release of his film and said, “Playing
a man in uniform always instills a sense of
pride but portraying a legendary war hero

like Vikram Batra was a huge
responsibility to shoulder on
and perform. The role called
for a lot of physical and even
more mental preparation to
get into his shoes and bring to
life the real-life story of a man
whose courage and grit stood
unmatched.”
He added, “I have tried my
best to stay true to his persona
and valour and I am thankful
to the Batra family for trusting me. Shershaah, as a film is very close
to my heart.”
For the unversed, Captain Vikram Batra
laid down his life in the service of the nation while recapturing Indian territories
from Pakistani intruders during the Kargil
War in 1999. And due to his immense
bravery, he was given the title of ‘Sher
Shah’ (Lion King).
Set in the 90s, the film will also offer an
insight into the age of innocent romance,
showcasing the chemistry between the
leading pair- Kiara and Sidharth.

Sanjay Dutt had tied the knot with Maanayata Dutt in 2008, after two years of courtship. Their marriage had faced a lot of objections from the Dutt sisters. Despite the
age gap of 19 years, Sanjay and Maanayata make for a perfect couple. In 2010, Sanjay
and Maanayata were blessed with twins, whom they have named Iqra and Shahraan.
On July 29, 2021, Sanjay Dutt turned 62 and his wife, Maanyata wished him in the
sweetest manner. Sharing an adorable picture with him, Maanayata wrote, “Wishing
you a day of happy moments and a year of happy day...wishing you love, peace, health
and success...may God always play in your team and continue to bless you with the
courage and the fighting spirit that you have in your life... love you.”
Sanjay Dutt is currently in the US and his daughter, Trishala Dutt, from his previous
marriage to Richa Sharma cannot keep calm as she is excited to meet him. To wish
her papa dukes on his 62nd birthday, Trishala took to her IG stories and shared a picture of the sky with a welcome note for him, which could be read as “Happy Birthday
Sanjay Dutt, Welcome To USA”. Atop the picture, Trishala wished him and wrote,
“Happy birthday papa Dukes @DuttSanjay. Welcome to the USA!!! I Can’t Wait To
See You.”

Kiara, who will be seen portraying the role
of Dimple Cheema, a strong pillar of support to Captain Vikram Batra spoke about
her role in the film and said: “I am honoured to portray a strong and inspiring
woman like Dimple Cheema, as it made
me understand the journey of the unsung
heroes, the women behind the army men.
While we celebrate the valour of the men
at war, the sacrifices of the women at
home often go unnoticed.”
Yahoo News
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Sanjay Dutt and Maanayata Dutt are the perfect examples of relationship goals. From
spending years in jail to being labelled as a womaniser, Sanjay’s life has always been a
roller coaster ride. And it is Maanayata, who has been his constant pillar of strength.
As Sanjay turned a year older, Maanayata penned an adorable wish for him.
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‘Yeh Dil Maange More’: Sidharth Malhotra’s ‘Shershaah’ trailer will leave you high on patriotism!
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HOPE YOU REMEMBER THEM
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#VYJAYANTHIMALA #asha parekh #saira bano #waheeda rehman
#malasinha #helen
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Shilpa Shetty’s husband arrested for allegedly
making pornographic films

“Businessman Raj Kundra has been
arrested by the Crime Branch in
a case relating to the creation of
pornographic films and publish-

ing them through some apps. He
appears to be the key conspirator.
We have sufficient evidence regarding this,” Mumbai Police Commissioner Hemant Nagrale said.
The case was registered with Crime
Branch Mumbai in February 2021
about the creation of pornographic
films and publishing them through
some apps.

“We have arrested Raj
Kundra in this case
on July 19, 2021, as he
appears to be the key
conspirator of this. We
have sufficient evidence
regarding this. The investigation is in progress
please,” Nagrale said in a
statement. (ANI)

Yahoo News

Sunny Deol Ripped His Pants in Anger During
Darr, Didn’t Speak to SRK

Sunny Deol and Shah Rukh Khan
worked together in Yash Chopra’s Darr as
the lead and the antagonist respectfully.
It was one of the few roles Shah Rukh
played as the anti-hero. Sunny Deol, in
an appearance on Aap Ki Adalat revealed
that he and Shah Rukh didn’t talk for 16
years after Darr’s release. Yash Chopra’s
Darr released in 1993.

“”I tried explaining that I am a commando officer in the film. My character
is an expert and fit, then how can this
boy beat me easily? He can beat me if I
can’t see him. If he can stab me while I
am looking at him, then I won’t be called
a commando.” “ - Sunny Deol, Actor

“It’s not that I didn’t talk but I
just cut myself off and I anyway don’t socialise much. So
we never met, toh baat karne
ki baat he nahi hai. (So the
situation of talking to each
other didn’t arise)”
Yahoo Life

Yash Chopra didn’t take that into consideration and Sunny added, “Soon, out
of anger, I didn’t even realise that I had

Why Sidhu Was Appointed Punjab Congress Chief
Despite CM Amarinder Singh’s Objections

After months of turmoil, Navjot Singh
Sidhu was finally appointed the president
of the Punjab Pradesh Congress Committee on Sunday. Along with this, four working presidents have also been appointed
to assist Sidhu keeping in mind the next
assembly elections. This comes after
almost a month of infighting in the state
Congress unit, with Sidhu leading a camp
against Chief Minister Captain Amarinder
Singh, over “unfulfilled promises” by the
government.
The former cricketer turned politician,
Navjot Singh Sidhu’s appointment comes
after weeks of meetings between the two
estranged leaders of Punjab and central
leadership of the Congress party. Both the

leaders had sought an appointment with
the central leadership on an individual
basis to air their grievances.
With this appointment, it is now clear that
the Congress is a divided house. Captain
Amarinder Singh has already said that he
will only meet Sidhu once the firebrand
leader deletes all his offensive tweets
against him and the state government. The
Chief Minister also demanded an apology from Sidhu for all statements made
against his government to the media.
Captain Amarinder Singh, on Friday, had
shot a letter to the Congress president
where he had expressed his disagreement
on making Sidhu the Punjab Congress

chief.
With this appointment, the
Congress high command has
clearly sent a message that
they still command all the
crucial decisions regarding
party affairs even in states.
Captain Amarinder Singh
still holds the charge of the
election campaign committee, while Rajya Sabha MP
Pratap Singh Bajwa will be responsible for
drafting the election manifesto.
However, with the appointment of Sidhu,
it is clear that there is bad blood between
the two stalwarts of Punjab Congress and

this does not bode well for the party ahead
of the assembly elections. Despite his
fiery speeches and charismatic appeal, the
Chief Minister does not consider Sidhu to
have any presence on ground. There is also
a trust deficit between Singh and Sidhu.
Yahoo News

Hindu Festival Calendar: A Comprehensive
List of Festivals and HolidaysAugust 2021
21 Saturday

Onam/Thiruvonam

22 Sunday
Vrat

Raksha BandhanShravana Purnima

25 Wednesday Sankashti Chaturthi , Kajari Teej
30 Monday

Janmashtami
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Sunny revealed that he was upset with
the way his character was portrayed and
thought that SRK’s role as Rahul Mehra
shone instead of his. He had had disagreements with director Yash Chopra
during the film. He added that he once
got so mad that he ‘ripped his pants with
his hands’.

Referring to a scene where Shah Rukh’s
character manages to stab his character,
who is a commando, Sunny Deol said, “I
had a heated discussion with Yash Chopra regarding that scene.”

ripped my pants with my
hands.” Sunny also said that
the estrangement with Shah
Rukh after the film’s release
wasn’t intentional.
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Mumbai (Maharashtra) [India],
July 19 (ANI): Actor Shilpa Shetty’s husband Raj Kundra was on
Monday night arrested by Mumbai
Police for allegedly creating pornographic films and publishing them
through some mobile applications.
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List of Bollywood films of JULY , 2021

STORY: It is a fictional drama inspired by
the real-life terrorists attack on Akshardham
Temple in Gandhinagar, Ahmedabad, where
pilgrims were held hostage. As the terrorists
start killing the captives, NSG commando
Hanut Singh (Akshaye Khanna) arrives on
the scene to deal with the massacre.

In exchange for the release of one of their
gang members, Bilal Naikoo (Mir Sarwar), a group of four terrorists attacked
Krishna Dham Mandir (name changed from
Akashardham Mandir). Terrorists assaulted
the temple in this planned attack, which was
monitored from Pakistan, killing many innocent people and holding some of them as
hostages. Along with the Ahmedabad police,
the National Security Guards (NSG) seized
command of the situation.
Inspired by many real-life stories, ‘State of
Siege: Temple Attack’ celebrates the valour
of the men in uniform. The film attempts to
provide a detailed overview of what happened during the operation and how NSG
succeeded in saving several lives. Director
Ken Ghosh has taken some creative liberties in showing the unfortunate events from
that historical day in his fictional drama
for making it an engaging watch. However,
the screenplay (by William Borthwick and
Simon Fantauzzo) is layered and to-the-point
which doesn’t overdramatise the terror attacks. It primarily focuses on the characters
without portraying them as heroes, even
though they are so in real life. This drama
will likely remind you of all the films and
shows about terrorist attacks, but it will
undoubtedly disappoint some viewers due to
the over-fictionalisation of such tragic events.
Overall, it only skims the surface of the issue,
not going further or revealing numerous
inside aspects that are already kept hidden
from the public.

(Abhilash Chaudhary as Iqbal, Dhanveer
Singh as Hanif, Mridul Das as Farooq and
Mihir Ahuja as Omar) – have a firm grasp of

The film begins in Kupwara, J&K, in 2001.
A minister’s daughter has been kidnapped
by terrorists. And an operation to rescue
her is carried out by NSG commandos led
by Major Hanut Singh (Akshaye Khanna)
and Capt. Bibek (Akshay Oberoi). Some
soldiers, including Hanut, are injured during
the mission, and Capt. Bibek is killed. Hanut
suffers from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) as a result of this occurrence. When
duty beckons, however, one must put his
weaker side aside and focus on being physically strong and ready for the next operation.
Along with Captain Rohit Bagga (Vivek
Dahiya), Hanut is enlisted to command the
temple attack expedition.
All of the actors give satisfactory performances, delivering exactly what is expected
of them. Parvin Dabas plays Col. Nagar, the
commanding officer of the NSG who has
done justice to his role. Major Hanut Singh,
played by Akshaye Khanna, and his team,
which includes Vivek Dahiya as Captain Rohit Bagga and Gautam Rode as Major Samar
Chauhan, arrive in Ahmedabad to take care
of the terrorist attack. In the past, viewers
have seen Khanna in uniform in films like
‘Border’, ‘LOC Kargil’ and his portrayal of
Hanut Singh isn’t an exceptional one. These
actors in uniform are not seen in any overthe-top combat situations, thus making their
portrayal of an army officer more realistic.
As a special appearance, Sameer Soni as CM
Manish Choksi and Akshay Oberoi as Capt.
Bibek have impactful roles.
All actors of the terrorist gang – their
leader Abhimanyu Singh as Abu Hamza,
his right-hand man Bilal Naikoo (played by
Mir Sarwar), and the other four terrorists

for some, but it is well worth watching.
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REVIEW: Around 19 years ago, Ahmedabad,
along with the rest of the country, witnessed
a terrorist attack that claimed the lives of
around 30 people and left more than 80
injured. After the Gujarat riots in 2002, the
temple attack on September 24, in the same
year left people shocked.

Tejal Pramod Shetye’s cinematography
enhanced the tone of the story, especially
the scenes shot in the picturesque locations
of Manali, which is mesmerising. Even the
action-packed sequences between NSG
commandos and terrorists are well choreographed by Mandhar Verma and Rinku
Bacchan.
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STATE OF SIEGE: TEMPLE ATTACK REVIEW :
AKSHAYE KHANNA’S FILM IS A STIRRING RETELLING
OF AHMEDABAD’S TEMPLE ATTACK

the local Pakistani-Punjabi accent.
After Abhimanyu Singh’s ‘State of Siege:
26/11’, based on the Mumbai attacks, this
112-minutes combat drama is a fitting
tribute to our NSG soldiers. This dramatised
retelling may bring up unpleasant memories
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“Believe it or not, but when I see red I’m happy.”

wins?

Interviewer: “Was that a computer joke?”

“How’s that?”

Sunday, because Monday is a weekday.
--------------------------------------------------------The meal in the restaurant was awful. The diner asked to
see the manager. When the manager came, the diner said,
“I want to compliment you on your very clean kitchen.”

Applicant: “Word.”
------------------------------------------------------------Husband: “Now that we are married, perhaps I might
venture to point out a few of your little defects.”

“I sell sunburn remedy.”
----------------------------------------------------------A physician had just finished up a colonoscopy.

Alexa: “Apple Juice.”
------------------------------------------------------------A woman didn’t come home one night. The next day
she told her husband that she had slept over at a friend’s
house. The husband called his wife’s ten best friends.
None of them had seen her or knew what he was talking
about.
Men’s Friends:
A man didn’t come home one night. The next day he told
his wife that he had slept over at a friend’s house. The
wife called her husband’s 10 best friends. Eight of them
confirmed that he had slept over, and two claimed that he
was still there.
-------------------------------------------------------------I told my cat that I’m going to teach him to speak English.
He looked at me and said, “Me, How?”
--------------------------------------------------------------Today I learned that if you flip a canoe over you can wear
it as a hat...
Because it’s cap-sized!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

“No,” the diner replied. “But it must be clean because all
the food tastes like soap.”
------------------------------------------------------------I was reading an article last night about fathers and
daughters and memories came flooding back of the time I
took my daughter out for her first pint.
Off we went to our local pub which is only two blocks
from the house.
I got her a Fosters. She didn’t like it... so I had it.
Then I got her a Carling Black Label, she didn’t like it... so
I had it.
It was the same with the 1664 Lager and Premium Dry
Cider.
By the time we got down to the Scotch I could hardly
push the stroller back home.
-----------------------------------------------------------A reporter asked a man how he felt when he found out
that he won the lottery.
“As soon I saw the numbers line up, I knew it was going to
be wife changing!”
---------------------------------------------------------------Interviewer: “How well do you work with Powerpoint?”
Applicant: “I Excel at it.”

Wife: “Don’t bother, dear. I’m quite aware of them. It was
those little defects that prevented me from getting a much
better man than you.”
--------------------------------------------------------------What is the Internet’s favorite animal?
The lynx.
--------------------------------------------------------------Teacher: “Why are you late this morning?”
Student: “Its my alarm clock. Everyone got up except me!”
Teacher: How did the alarm clock make you the only one
not to get up?”
Student: “There are eight of us in the my family and the
alarm clock was only set for seven.”
----------------------------------------------------------Why shouldn’t you tell jokes to an egg?
Because it may crack up!
--------------------------------------------------------There was a “hard boiled” foreman at a rather large construction site that was constantly urging his workers to go
faster.
The men were getting tired and one day he heard someone shout, “Rome was not built in a day!”
“I know it wasn’t,” replied the foreman. “But that’s because
I was not in charge of that project.
-----------------------------------------------------------I went bald early in life...
I have a comb...
I just can’t part with it.
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When Sunday and Monday get into a fight, who typically

“Clean kitchen?” the manager asked. “Have you seen our
kitchen?”
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Before the patient leaves, he asks the physician, “Could
you write a note for my wife, saying that my head isn’t
really up there?”
-------------------------------------------------------------“Hey Alexa, can you check my bank account and see what
Apple product I can afford to buy....”

